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Abstract 

Optical fibre sensors are widely used for strain, temperature, surrounding refractive index 

(SRI) and bending monitoring as well as for gyroscopes. Fibre Bragg gratings (FBG) 

have been widely used in telecommunications and sensors for temperature, strain and 

structural health monitoring. A single FBG only has one strong core mode (Bragg) 

resonance in its transmission spectrum or reflection spectrum, which is sensitive to both 

temperature and strain perturbations or even to SRI changes if the fibre has a very thin 

cladding layer. Therefore it is hard to use a single FBG to sense either the temperature or 

strain without ambiguity. To distinguish temperature and strain effects, two Fr 3s or one 

FBG and one long period grating need to be used; it brings the complexity for grating 

fabrication and sensor applications. 

By writing the FBG in standard single mode fibre (SMF) with a weakly tilted angle 

between 3-10°, now in the transmission spectrum there is a strong core mode resonance 

but there are also cladding mode resonances because of the core mode coupling to the 

cladding modes. While the core mode resonance is sensitive to temperature and strain 

perturbations, the cladding mode resonances arc sensitive to temperature, strain and SRI 

perturbations. The core mode resonance and the cladding mode resonances have the same 

temperature sensitivities. So by tracking the core mode resonance and cladding mode 

resonances, the temperature effect can be removed and temperature compensated strain 

and SRI sensors can be developed. Furthermore by coating the fibre with a thin (20-30 
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nm) gold layer, a surface plasmon polariton can be excited by certain cladding modes. 

This plasmon resonance is very sensitive to SRI and can be used as a biomedical sensor 

for bio-molecular reactions occurring at the metal surfacc. 

In the thesis, novel tilted FBG sensors have been developed for strain, temperature 

and index sensing applications using conventional SMF fibres. The differential strain 

sensitivity between the core and cladding modes in SMF-28 fibre are theoretically 

derived and they are well matched with the experiment result. The differential strain, 

temperature and SRI sensitivities in the SMF fibre with different cladding layer diameters 

have been analyzed and tested experimentally. 

To further explore the characteristics of cladding modes in multilayer step-index fibre 

especially the fibre with a thin metal coating, a new vectorial mode solver, which can 

solve the lossless, lossy and amplifying optical fibres, has been developed. The coupling 

coefficients between the core mode and cladding modes are calculated for the fibre with 

FBG and tilted FBG. The results give a good explanation why the surface plasmon 

polariton can be excited in a gold coated fibre with tilted FBG. 

Finally strong FBGs are written in a germanium/fluorine co-doped core photonic 

crystal fibre (PCF). A iimited number of strong cladding mode resonances are obtained 

with a FBG. The strain, temperature and refractive index sensitivities of core and 

cladding mode resonances in this PCF have been determined experimentally. In addition 

to the usual core and cladding modes, this PCF has a cladding mode whose optical field 

is confined by the air-hole region, making this mode insensitive to the surrounding 

refractive index changcs, just like the core-guided mode. The main advantage of the PCF 

short period gratings in sensing applications resides in the presence of the SRI-in.>ensitive 

iv 
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cladding mode, whose differential resonance shift can be used to sense axial strain 

independently of temperature and regardless of the material in which the sensor is 

placed, including liquids, epoxies or structural materials such as concrete. 

As the multilayer fibre mode solver could be integrated into a commercial optical 

CAD software, the fibre sensors based on TFBGs in conventional fibres and FBGs in 

PCF arc suitable for real industrial sensing applications. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Optical Fibres and Fibre Modes 

Fibre optical communications bring a revolution for the telecommunications. Without 

fibre optical communication, our life would be totally different today, high speed data 

communication and high speed internets are impossible. Optical fibre is a fundamental 

transmission medium for fibre optical communications, they take lots of advantages over 

the coaxial cable and hollow metal waveguides such as low loss (around 0.2 dB/km ai 

1550 nm), low cost (several cents/m), small size (diameter around several hundred 

micrometer) and extremely high bandwidth allowing very high bitrates (up to 160 Gbit/s 

per channel) [1], The optical fibre not only can be a medium for fibre optical 

communications but it is also widely used in optical sensors as early as 1970's [2]. 

To understand the light transmission in an optical fibre, the field distributions in the 

cross-section of the fibre and the light transmission speed in the fibre need to be known, 

therefore the fibre mode need to be solved. Different fibres will support different fibre 

modes, based on how many core modes in the fibre, fibres can be classified as single' 

mode fibre (SMF) and multimode fibre (MMF). If the fibre only supports one core mode 

it is called a SMF and if the fibre supports multiple core modes then it is called MMF. 

Exccpt the core mode, fibres also can support cladding modes, leaky modes and radiation 
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modes depending on the core, cladding and surrounding medium index contrast. The 

fibre alsi oan be classified by the core and cladding refractive index contrast as weakly 

guided or strongly guided as well as step-index fibre or graded-index fibre. As SMFs are 

normally used in Long Haul communications, the MMFs are used in Metro Networks. 

For the sensor applications, there are other special fibres such as D fibre, double cladding 

fibre, photonic crystal fibre (PCF) etc. for specific sensing purposes. 

1.1.2 Mode Couplings and Fibre Bragg Grating 

A »iere are lots of optical devices that are using 4he principle of mode couplings such as 

optical couplers, optical mode converters, grating based optical filters and etc. Among 

those devices, lots of them are fibre Bragg grating (FBG) based for both 

telecommunication and sensor applications. The FBG was invented in 1978 by Hill et al 

[3]. FBGs can be easily fabricated since the side ukra-violet (UV) writing technique was 

invented [4], and especially after the phase mask was invented [5]. FBGs can selectively 

reflect light at a certain wavelength when it meets the Bragg condition. The FBG has 

several advantages compared with the bulk device such as compact in-fibre geometry, 

cost efficiency, low insertion loss, and flexibility of achieving desired spectral profiles. 

Therefore, FBGs have been playing a key role in both fibre optic communication and 

fibre optic sensing system [6,7]. 

Fibre Bragg grating (FBG) sensors have a wide range of applications such as 

pressure-strain sensors, temperature sensors, micro-bending sensors and external 

refractive index sensors [8-13]. As these optical sensors are inherently immune from 
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electromagnetic interference and chemically inert, they are very attractive in bio

chemical applications and hazardous surroundings. 

1.1.3 Tilted Fibre Bragg Grating 

A tilted Fibre Bragg grating (TFBG) is a fibre Bragg grating with grating plane tilted at 

small angles relative to the fibre axis perpendicular. The TFBG couples light to core and 

cladding modes propagating backwards [14]. The resonant wavelength for each mode 

depends differentially on external perturbations and thus can be used to make the fibre 

grating into a multi-parameter sensor. Using the core mode back reflection resonance as a 

reference wavelength in single mode fibres, the relative shift of the cladding mode 

resonances can be used to selectively measure perturbations such as strain or surrounding 

refractive index , and this independently of temperature. 

1.2 Organization of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 will describe some background on the fibre modes, mode coupling in the fibre 

v-ith FBGs and tilted FBGs, the TFBG characteristics in conventional SMFs and their 

sensor applications and FBGs in photonic crystal fibre. 

Chapter 3 develops the numerical method for accurately and efficiently analyzing the 

fibre mode in multilayer step index fibres. The analytical inverse matrices will be derived 

and different algorithm to rapidly solve the dispersion equations will be discussed. Some 

examples of different optical fibre structures will be presented and compared with 

examples from the literature. 
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Chapter 4 focuses on the fibre mode couplings between the core mode and itself and 

also with cladding modes for sinusoidal index modulations in the fibre core layer with or 

without a small tilted angle. Full vectorial modes will be used to analyze mode couplings 

between the hybrid HEi i mode to hybrid HEi i mode and HEvm/EHvni cladding modes in 

FBG and TFBG with a small tilted angle. Numerical results for TFBG with a gold 

coating will be discussed in detail and compared with experiment results. 

Chapter 5 presents novel optical sensors based on TFBG in conventional SMFs for 

temperature-independent strain and refractive index sensing. The experimental 

temperature, strain and index sensitivities of TFBG with different cladding layer 

thickness are presented as well. 

Chapter 6 describes the sensitivity characteristics of a strong FBG in PCF, the strain, 

temperature and refractive index sensitivities of core and cladding mode resonances in 

this PCF fibre will presented. There are several index sensitive cladding modes and one 

index insensitive cladding mode in PCF, which combined with the core mode make 

possible novel multi-parameter sensing applications for FBG in PCF. 

Finally, conclusions from this research and suggestions for further research are 

presented in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review and Thesis Objective 

2.1 Past Research 

2.1.1 Analysis of Optical Fibre Mode 

There are several methods which can be used to solve the vectorial and scalar wave 

equations [15] to obtain the effective index of each mode and its field distributions. 

Probably the best choice for a general, quick algorithm is the method developed by Yeh 

and Lindgren [16]. The method is similar to the transfer matrix method used for the 

analysis of planar waveguides [17]. Both methods use a matrix to expiess the fields at 

one side of a layer given their values at the other side, and the whole structure is then 

characterized by cascading the layers by matrix multiplication except that in the method 

of Yeh and Lindgren, a set of inverse matrices need to be calculated. The numerical 

calculation of inverse matrix sometimes will not be accurate especially when the matrix 

is close to singular. Recently it was found that the transfer matrix can be decomposed to 

two simple matrices, and inverse matrices of these simple matrices can be obtained 

analytically [18]. Based on that a commercial optical fibre mode solver has been 

developed by Optiwave Systems Corporation, but it is only for guided modes in lossless 

optical waveguides. 
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2.1.2 Mode Couplings in Optical Fibres 

There are lots of op^al devices that are using the principle of mode couplings such as 

optical couplers, optical mode converters, grating based optical filters etc. Among those 

devices, many of them are optical long period gratings (LPG) and fibre Bragg gratings 

(FBG) based for both telecommunication and sensor applications The theory for mode 

couplings in optical waveguides and DFB lasers was well developed [19] even before the 

FBG was invented in 1978 by Hill et al [3]. There are several methods that can be used to 

analyze the mode coupling in fibres. Among them, the coupled mode theory is the most 

developed and most used to analyze the LPGs and FBGs [20-22]. The most detailed work 

for calculating the coupling constant between modes are done by Erdogan et al [21]. 

Erdogan provides analytical solutions for the coupling constant for LPGs and FBGs, 

while Lees and Erdogan derive the formulation of coupling constants for tilted gratings 

including tilted LPG and TFBG [22]. All their work uses the LPoi core mode 

approximation, and they calculate the coupling constant between LPoi and HEv,„/EHvm 

cladding moded in 3 layer SMFs. 

2.1.3 Tilted Fibre Bragg Gratings in Single Mode Optical Fibres for Sensing 

Applications 

The concept of using cladding mode resonances from a TFBG was originally proposed 

by Laffont and Ferdinand [23]. They track the envelope of the resonances in the 

transmission spectrum when the SRI changes. As the SRI increases, high order cladding 

modes are cutoff and become leaky modes, when this occurs, in transmission spectrum, 

the area enclosed by the envelope of the resonances decreases, therefore the SRI changes 
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correspond to the area changes. Therefore, the TFBG can be used as a refractive index 

sensor. The same method is also used for sensing when the SRI is higher than the fibre 

cladding refractive index [24]. While all cladding modes become radiation modes when 

the SRI is higher than the fibre cladding refractive index, the coupling strength to 

individual radiation modes changes markedly for different SRI. Using this effect the 

TFBG can sense SRI values higher than the refractive index of the cladding layer. In the 

work presented by Laffont and Ferdinand, TFBGs have large tilt angles (8° to 16°) and 

each cladding mode resonance has different temperature sensitivity, making temperature-

independent multimodal sensors impossible. 

2.1.4 Fibre Bragg Gratings in Photonic Crystal Fibres 

Photonic crystal fibres (PCF) were first demonstrated in 1996 [25] and have been 

extensively explored for telecommunication and sensor applications [26]. In particular, 

solid core PCF fibres have rings of low refractive index inclusions, as air holes for 

example, along the radial direction, forming an equivalent inner cladding layer which has 

lower refractive index than the core and the pure silica outer cladding. In such structures, 

in addition to an endlessly single mode core mode and conventional cladding modes, 

there are cladding modes whose fields are confined only within the core and air-hole 

region [27,28] and their optical fields cannot penetrate the outermost cladding layer to 

reach the surrounding medium. Those unique characteristics of PCF fibre cladding modes 

make them very attractive for sensor applications if the modes can be excited and 

measured in a controlled fashion. FBG can selectively excite cladding modes in special 

PCFs that have a germanium/fluorine co-doped core [28,29] to increase their 
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photosensitivity relative to undoped PCF fibres [30]. Apart from the photosensitivity 

issue, which can also be solved by using ultrafast laser sources [31,32], writing good 

quality FBGs in PCF fibre poses a big challenge due to scattering by the air-holes in the 

cladding layer [33]. This particular problem can be minimized by scanning the laser focus 

while rotating the fibre to find a path for the laser light towards the core [31], by 

collapsing the air hole region through tapering [31], and by filling the air-holes with 

index matching fluids [34]. All previous work in this field shows that cladding modes are 

insensitive to SRI meaning that all the modes involved were confined in the core and air

hole regions. 

2.2 Thesis Objective 

A primary objective of the thesis is to develop novel optical sensors that are low cost, 

easy to fabricate, reliable and capable for multi-parameter sensor applications. The TFBG 

in conventional SMF-28 fibres and other SMFs is well matched to these requirements. 

SMFs are low cost, fabrication of FBGs in SMFs is a mature technology, the reliability of 

FBGs has been verified in telecommunication products and more importantly TFBG can 

excite sets of strong cladding mode resonances, therefore it is possible to achieve the 

multi-parameter sensing puipose. To increase the sensitivity of TFBG sensors, it is also 

possible to coat the fibres with specific dielectric or metal overlays to sensitive the fibres 

to gases or biomedical materials. To develop and optimize TFBG for these purposes 

several steps are needed: 

(i) A fast and accurate numerical method need to be developed to analyze the 

fibre modes in multilayer step-index fibres, as TFBG can excite hundreds of 
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cladding modes in a SMF. When the fibre has a metal coating to increase the 

index sensitivity, we need to solve modes in the fibre with metal coatings, and 

this numerical method needs to solve fibre modes in multilayer step-index 

fibres with lossy and gain media (i.e. complex dielectric constants), 

fii) New formulations for calculating the hybrid mode coupling in mulatilayer 

step-index fibres with lossy and gain media are need for FBGs with and 

without a tilled angle. The specific transmission spectrum characteristics of 

TFBGs in SMF-28 fibre with a thin gold coating can then be simulated, 

(iii) Novel sensors based on TFBGs in conventional SMFs need to be fully 

explored analytically and experimentally. The sensitivity characteristics of 

core and cladding modes in SMF with a TFBG to the mperature, strain and 

surrounding refractive index must be characterized to develop new types of 

optical sensors. The effect of cladding layer thickness and metal coating in 

SMFs must also be explored to improve core and cladding mode sensitivities. 

Another primary objective of the thesis is to further explore the sensing characteristics in 

the specific fibre photonic crystal fibre. A PCF is more expensive and the FBG is more 

difficult to write in the PCF, but the air-hole structure in PCFs could bring specific 

advantages that SMF don't have. So it ^ necessary to explore the sensitivity 

characteristics of corc and cladding modes in PCF with a FBG to the temperature, strain 

and surrounding refractive index. 
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Chapter 3 

Optical Fibre Modes in Multilayer Step-Index Fibres 

with Lossless, Lossy and Gain Media 

3.1 Introduction 

Guided, leaky and radiation modes are fundamental concepts in optical fibre and 

waveguiding theory. Knowledge of mode propagation characteristics is essential to the 

design of numerous optical fibre devices, passive and active components such as fibre 

lasers, EDFA, optical fibre filters and couplers, and optical fibre sensors. Numerical 

methods that can efficiently and accurately model optical fibres are thus of obvious 

importance since they are used as a basic tool in the design process. 

There are many kinds of optical fibres, most of them can be described as step-index 

fibres and graded index fibres. In the case of graded index fibre, it can be approximated 

by a scries of concentric layers of dielectric and treated as a multilayer step-index fibre. 

When fibres arc used as telecommunication transmission media, they are mainly weakly 

guided, and their index contrast is small, so the scalar wave equation can be used to 

obtain the linearly-polarized modes (LP modes). However, when the index contrast 

becomes larger, the LP approximation becomes inaccurate, so a full vector analysis is 

necessary [35J and hybrid modes, transverse electric and magnetic modes need (o be 
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solved. In our experimental work, thinned SMF and the standard SMF-28 fibre with 

metal coating are widely used for biomedical sensing applications and for other sensor 

applications; in other sensor applications, special fibres such as fibres with polymer 

layers also used for specific sensor purpose such as the high thermal coefficient and 

sensitive to the humidity and gases. For those specific fibres, an accurate numerical tool 

is needed to analyze the fibre modes. There are several methods which can be used to 

solve the vectorial and scalar wave equations [15], but probably the best choice for a 

general, quick algorithm is the method developed by Yeh and Lindgren [16J. The 

method is similar to the transfer matrix method used for the analysis of planar 

waveguides [17]. Both methods use a matrix to express the fields at one side of a layer 

given their values at the other side, and the whole structure is then characterized by 

cascading the layers by matrix multiplication except in the method of Yeh and Lindgren, 

a set of inverse matrices need to be calculated. The numerical calculation of the inverse 

matrix sometimes will not be accurate especially when the matrix is close to singular. 

The inverse transfer matrix can be obtained analytically by decomposing the matrix to 

two simple matrices [18], whose inverse matrices can be obtained analytically. This 

provides a chance to develop an efficient and accurate fibre mode solver in lossy and 

gainy media by using the similar algorithm to that used in multilayer planar optical 

waveguides [36,37]. 

In this Chapter, we propose a fast and accurate method to solve the dispersion 

equation for lossless, lossy and gain media. Compared with the literature published 

before, here the analytical inverse matrices are derived and a different algorithm to rapid 
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solve the dispersion equations will be discussed. Some examples of different optical fibre 

structures are solved and compared with examples from literature and good agreement is 

obtained. 

3.2 Maxwell's Equations in Cylindrical Coordinates 

3.2.1 General Wave Equations 

Maxwell's equations in their general form are written as [35J: 

V x £  =  ~  ( 3 . 1 a )  
dt 

V x /•/ = — + J (3.1b) 
dt 

V D  =  - p  (3.1c) 

VB = 0 (3.Id) 

and the constitutive relations are: 

D = eE (3.2a) 
* 

B = juH (3.2b) 

We assume source free and time dependent harmonic fields with an e'°* dependence, 

from Eqs (3.1) and (3.2), we obtain: 

VxE = jco/uH ' (3.3a) 

VxH = -;'<weE (3.3b) 

V • E = 0 (3.3c) 

V • H = 0 (3.3d) 
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Taking the curl of Eq. (3.3a) and using Eq. (3.3b) yields: 

Vx(VxE)=-yY^//VxH = &)2//£E (3-4) 

Using the vector identity VxVx A = v(v • a)-V2/i, and noting that V • E = 0, yields: 

V2E+<y2/dE==0 (3.5) 

Equation (3.5) is referred to as the wave equation or Helmholtz equation forE. In the 

same manner, an identical equation for H can be derived: 

V2H + ̂ VH = 0 (3.6) 

3.2.2 Genera? Solutions for HE/EH, TE, and TM Waves 

The electric and magnetic fields for arbitrary microwave transmission lines and optical 

waveguides that are invariant along z and for propagation along the + z-axis, can be 

written as: 

= #) + -%. (3.7a) 

R(r,0, z) = [A, (r. f») + 2/i, (r,0)]<f (3.7b) 

where e t{r,(f>) and h t(t ,(p) are the transverse electric and magnetic field components, 

£z(>',0) and hz{r,(j))are the longitudinal electric and magnetic field components, and j5 

is the propagation constant. From Eqs. (3.3a) and (3.3b) with a z-dependence, six 

component equations can be derived: 

'BE } 
=~j^Hr (3.8a) 

dtp 
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d(f) 
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(3.8b) 

(3.8c) 

(3.8d) 

(3.8e) 

(3.8f) 

Eqs. (3.8) can be solved for the four transverse field components in terms of E, and H. 

as follows: 

E= — P  
dE, [ co/idH, 

dr r d<p 
(3.9a) 

E =—— 
4 2 q 

p d E ,  d H ,  
(3.9b) 

Hr=J l  
q 

cos dE, „  d H ,  

Tlty"1 IT 

j f dE, p dH \ f.-xcy L. J.1.  Z. CO£ ~~~ + 
dr r d(j) 

(3.9c) 

(3.9d) 

where cf = arsji - p2 

Substituting the Eqs. (3.9c) and (3.9d) into Eq. (3.80 results in the wave equation in 

cylindrical coordinates 
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d2Ez 1 dEz 1 32£, im —i+-—s-+——f- + q-Ez =0 (3.10) 
dr' r or r" d(p~ 

and substituting the Eqs. (3.9a) and (3.9b) into Eq. (3.8c) we obtain 

d 2 H 7  \ d H ?  1  d 2 H 7  2 r .  .  
—^+-—^+——^ + q2h: = 0 (3.11) 

dr r dr r~ d(b 

Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) each contain either only £zor only//.. It seems that the two 

longitudinal components of Eand H are uncoupled and can be chosen arbitrarily, but in 

general they are coupled by the boundary conditions of electromagnetic fields as hybrid 

modes. When the boundary conditions do not lead to coupling between the field 

components, such uncoupled mode solutions can be obtained as E.= 0 for transverse 

electric (TE) modes or Hz= 0 for transverse magnetic (TM) modes. 

3.3 Wave Equations for Step-Index Fibres 

To solve the Eq. (3.10) for step-index optical fibres, the separation of the variables 

method can be used, which assumes the solution of Ez can be written as 

E. = AR(r)0(<p)Z(z) (3.12) 

where 

Z ( z )  =  e ' j / , Z  (3.13) 

as the z dependent in optical fibre, because the circular symmetry of the fibre, each field 

component will not change when the coordinate <p is increased by 2k , where the v can 

be either po? jr negative but must be an integer, thus mean we can write <f> 

dependence as: 
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0{4) = e^ (3.14) 

Now Zs.can be written as follows 

E, = AR{r)e jv*e i lSl (3.15) 

Substituting the Eq. (3.15) into Eq. (3.10), the wave equation for E, becomes: 

(3.16) 

Eq. (3.16) is a well-known differential equation for Bessel functions [38]. An exactly 

identical equation can be derived for H,. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we have briefly 

reviewed wave equations in cylindrical coordinate, all the material in sections 3.2 an 3.3 

can be found in textbooks such as [35,39]. 

3.4 Hybrid Modes in Multilayer Step-Index Optical Fibres 

3.4.1 Dispersion Equation of Hybrid Modes 

The Fig. 3.1 shows the cross-section of an m layers step index fibre. 

y 

Figure 3.1: The cross-section of m layer step-index fibre 
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Solving for Maxwell's equations in cylindrical coordinates give the following fields for 

the layer / [ neff <nt (q2>0)]: < r < /;. [15] 

=—[A,J'Au,r) + B iYXii lr)]-—[C lJA'i,r) + D,Y r  («,/•)]<;** (3.17a) 
0)£l 

L J /" L J 

et + 0y')l+4c^>/)W>,')>''* (3.17b) 
v COSjl' J L J 

2 
=-P-1"A J (u.r)-¥ B Y («,r)]e^ (3.17c) 

< J"®. 

rAA.(«,'-)+ («,'-)]-—[c,A,(«,'•)+ Dy'M,r)]eM (3.17d) 
r L -1 L J 

A, =-«([A^(«,rJ+B.l'Jf",/•)]-—[c,/„(«,r) + Ai; («,<•)>"' (3.17e) 
L J (OjlrL J 

2 
/*. =-^rC,.y,(«,.r) + /);i; (M.-OV1* (3.170 

*  J W L  J  

Where uf = k2n2 - ft1, k = 2jrIX and /I is the wavelength in vacuum, and Jv, Yv, J\ 

and Y\. are the first kind and second kind Bessel functions and their derivatives in v 

order. The difference in Eq. (3.17) here with Tsao's [15] is that we use instead of 

From Eq. (3.17) we can see that there are four unknown field coefficients: A„ 

B„ C, and D, in each layer /, therefore four field components are needed to form the 

transfer matrix. Because all field components have the same e'v<> term, this term is 

removed from following equations for simplicity and it won't affect the result of the 

effective index of the mode. 
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jcoe^e. 

K 
jeofili. 

e* . 

" , 2 2  u * Y v ( u r ) / n *  0  0  

-u,J'v( i t ,r) -uX(u.r) - jPvJv(u,r) lmr -jPvYy{u,r) l(0l ir 

0 0 «;-/„(«/) uXiu.r) 

-j/3vJv(u,r) l(oe t )n' tr - jpvYv(u tr) lcoe„n;r u,J'v( i i ,r) «/, '(«/) 

A 

c, 
D. 
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Substituting jc, ~> C, and jDt -> Dt in the eq. (3.18) can eliminate the complex number j in 

the matrix and make the dispersion equations pure real for lossless step-index fibres to 

reduce the computer calculation time for the optical fibre modes and their fields. 

jC0E,e: uX(u,r)/n; 0 0 " A "  "A-

K -n.J'A11/) -uyXu-r) <?\JV (u,r)/ r 0-,y„(M,.r)/ r B, = M, B, 

o)HK 0 0 uJJv{u,r) c. 
= M, 

c, 

. je? . a2Jv(u,r)/n;r cr^YJu/)/n;r -uJ'Ms) -u.YtO'.r) . A. A, 

Where cr, =PvIqjji and a2 = fiv! mn - The matrix M(ean be decomposed to two matrices: 

one sparse matrix Mu and one block matrix Min . 

M = 0 -1 £7, lufr 

0 0 0 

0 

0  0  1 0  

<7, /iij n f r  0  0 - 1  

"?YA",r) 0 0 

u.J'Mf) 0 0 

0 0 u*jv(u,r) i t ;Yw0 ( , r) 

o o »/,;'(»/)_ 

(3.20) 

The inverse matrix of Mt can be obtained analytically as following 

(3.21) 

where 

m: 
o -1 

0 0 

_<72/H,V 0 

cr, /«,/• 0 

1 0 
(3.22) 

and 
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M~x -lY1 ,ii u, [Jv(u,r)K(u , r) ~ yv(u,r)J'v(«,'•)] 

"/,'("/) -"fY> 

-u,J'.(u,r) u~J v(u tr) 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 (3.23) 

Noting that J V (x)Yj(x)-Yv(x)J'v(x)- 2 I tcx [38], so we obtain 

AT'= — m in 0 

' y;(H,./•)/«, -KW) o o 
-y, '(«/)/«, Jv(u,r) o 0 

0 0 Yfar) hi, ->>/) 

o o («,/•)/«,• ./,.(«/) 

(3.24) 

For > ft, (q2  <0), the matrix M,and its inverse matrices can be obtained as follows: 

M . =  

-wffv(w tr)/nf - i  tfKv(w,r)/nf 0 0 

-w.j[Xw) -wXXw/) (J,/„(»',-/ ') / '" o-^Kv{w.r)!r 

0 0 -rf lv(w,r) -vv^.Xw,'-) 

V2
IAw< r) l n?r <r2  Kv{w. tr)!njr -w t l 'v(w,r) -  ma/^ (»»/#•) 

(3.25) 

M , =  0 -1 ax !  w\r 0 

-1 In] 

0 

0 

a2 / \v;nfr 

0 0 0 

0 

0 

-1 

0 

0 

-1 

(3.26) 

M„ = 

w !KAw , r) 0 0 

w,/.,(»'/'•) w iK(w i r) ° ° 

o o wXOv) w?KAw i>') 

o o »'X,(»'7) 

(3.27) 

= 

0 
-»r 0 0 0~ 

0 -1 —<7, / it',2/" 0 (3.28) 
0 0 -1 0 

—(T2 / u'2r 0 0 -1 

A/"1 = l i t  
[/,. (ic, /•) A',', (if, /•) - A;. (if, /•)/,'. (»-•/)] 

»i'X,(»y) -»',2 £,,(»',/•) 0 0 

—H',/*.(»vr/-) IV,2/,. (»',/•) 0 0 

0 0 If, Af,'.( if,/-) -wjKv(w/) 

0 0 -u> /,'.(»'/) u',2/,(vi',/') 

(3.29) 
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Where /v, Kv ,  1\ and K\ are the modified first kind and modified second kind Bessel 

functi o n s  a n d  t h e i r  d e r i v a t i v e s  i n  v  o r d e r .  A t  t h e  b o u n d a r y  r  =  r t ,  t h e  t a n g e n t i a l  f i e l d s  e z ,  

e<t>, h. and must be continuous to give: 

"A+i" " A "  

cl+, 
= M, (r.) 

B, 

c, 

A. 

Multiply by m:,',(/;) on both sides of Eq. (3.30) to obtain: 

"A. 

(3.30) 

/+! 

B, i+i 
CM 

PM. 

= (/;) 

A 
B. 

C. 

D. 

(3.31) 

Considering all the layer boundaries, the relations of the tangential fields at the first layer 

and last layer can be written as the following (similar to the transfer matrix method): 

"A An 
K 
cm 

D.„ 

= Ww.1(vl)W;:i(rM.2)Afm.2(i-M.2)-M2(r2)M2-,(/i)MI(ii) 
(3.32) 

and multiplying again by M'm]on both side of Eq. (3.32), we obtain: 

1) 

A n  

K 
cm 

D„, 

= ̂ J(vl)Mra.1(/;„J/W-I(V2)Mra.2(/ra.2)-../W2(r2)A/2-'(/i)A/, (/j) - 1 /  

A 
B

\ 

D, 

(3.33) 

For the fibre whose first layer has the refractive index larger than effective index, fields 

can not be infinite at the centre ci' the fibre, so Bx and Z),need to be zero. Furthermore 
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fields must converge at the last layer, so the field coefficients Am and Cm must be zero 

for guided modes. These boundary conditions simplify the matrices M, and M mil * 

M , =  

u^Jv  {u^)l n~ 0 0 0 

0 <7,7,, (",/;)/ r\ 0 

0 0 u~Jv( i ixrx) 0 

0 ('Vi) 0 

Mm,i = 

0 0 0 

0 wX0Vm-i) 0 0 

0 0 0 wlKv{wmrm_x) 

0 0 0 wmKv{wmrmA) 

The Eq. (3.33) can now simplify as: 

0  W lKv(W
m

r ,n-\) 0  0  " 0  'Mn  0  Mn  0 "  
" A  

0  wmK'v(wmrm.,) 0  0  K M2 l  0  0  0  

0  0  0  0  0  0  C ,  

0  0  0  
A .  

0  0 _  _ 0  

where Mu, M21, •••, and M43 are the elements of matrix M, 

Reorganizing the Eq. (3.36), we obtain 

M„ M 

Mu M-p, 

Mm M„ 

13 WmKv{WJm- i) 0 

"'XKV.) 0 

0 "'XOv;-.) 
0 

m I'V m m-1 
WmK(W ,) 

A 
c, 

-D... 

= 0 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

Because coefficients A,, C,, /?,„ and Z)m can not be zero for the non-trivial solution of the 

Eq. (3.38), then we have 
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Del 

MU MU 
M7X W,X,(Wm>m ,) '21 '"23 

^31 ^33 

Max M» 

0 

0 

0 

0 

w lKv 
inXK';,,.i). 

=o 

22 

(3.39) 

Eq. (3.39) is the dispersion equations. The roots of this dispersion equation are the 

propagation constant or effective index of the hybrid modes. The dispersion equation 

F(fii) or F(«') for HE/EH hybrid modes can take the following form: 

F = ax2 +bx + c = 0 

Where p. is the propagation constant and n'cff  is the effective index of mode /', 

a  =  M1 3 M3 i  - M u M n  

b = Af „M43 - MI3M4I +M2iM 33 - M 23M3, 

c = M23M41 -M21M43 

(3.40) 

(3.41a) 

(3.41b) 

(3.41c) 

and 

x = Kv{wjm_x)! wmKv{w^m_,) (3.42) 

Solving the dispersion equation gives the effective indices, which are the roots of the 

dispersion equation, for different modes. After obtaining the effective index of each mode 

(or the propagation constant), the field distributions can be calculated. 

3.4.2 The Fields of Hybrid Modes 

By using the Bessel function relationships to the transverse fields: the fields in each layer 

can be written as follows: 

The fields for the first layer I: 
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e r  =  

e0 = J 

2m, 
A (»,/•)- Y,,M(//,/•)) + T"C, («,/') + (»,/•)) exp(yV^) 

- A (A-i (»i'0 + •/, +1 ("i '•)) + y C, r) - 7,,+1 («, /•)) exp(;V0) 

23 

(3.43a) 

(3.43b) 

6' =-y —AA'("i'')exp(7V^) 
&HS", 

/ ' r = y  |A(-/,-1('v-)+A.+1('V-))-^cI(y1..1ov-)-A.+,(«>'•)) exp(yV^) 

~A f-7.-! ("I'O - ̂ +i (»i'")) + ̂ C, ((",0 + -/,+!(«,'")) cxp{jv<j>) 

(3.43c) 

(3.43d) 

(3.43e) 

h, -~C {Jv(u,r)e\p{jv0) 
co/u 

The fields for layer i: r_, < r < /; 

if ncff < n,, 

(3.43 f) 

C r  =  { "  A
'  ̂

}  
~  

J x
'

+] ^+ B
' (  

Y v
~

1
'

}  
~  ^ ° ) ]  

+ ̂ [c, (A-.(«,'') + y..+. («,'")) + D, (K,._, (///) + , («,r))]|exp(./V0) 

-V -  (A-,(«/) + •/**,(«/)) + *, (Yv_x(«,/•) + Yv+ l(«,/•))] 

* lJ2lC< -•/,,+,(»,'•)) +A (y.-i(»,/')-Kr+i(",''))]|exp(7V^) 

(3.44a) 

(3.44b) 

c  =  ~ J [ A .  J v  ( " , r )  +  B l Y v  ( / / , / • ) ] c x p ( y V ^ )  (3.44c) 
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+ [ c, (Jv-\ '") + -A-+. (",'"))'+ D, (K- i  ( " , ^  „  ( « ,  / • ) ) ] [  e x p (  jv<p) 

% 

h , = j \ j [ A ( '  ^v1r)-/,.tl(»vlr))-flI(^.1(W|r)+A:Ml(Wlr))] 

- (»', '•)) -  D, ( ( » v , r )  -  K „ f l ( i i > , / - ) ) ]  j e x p ( . / V 0 )  

(3.44d) 

24 

hr = 7 {2"^' ̂ yi"'("'r) + y"fl + D
' 

} + r' " ("'''})] 

~  ' / " f ' ^  +  D '  ( " , r )  ~  1 ' M l  ( " ' / ' ) ) ] } c x p ( - ' v ^  

'•))+£, (n-, («/)•-y,tI («/))] 
(3.44e) 

/ '-  = ~rCM",r) + D,Yv  («,/-)]exp(;V^) (3.441) 
tOj.lL J 

if > /I. , 

<> = {-^-[A (V, B, ( A,., (H>/") " /f,+1 (»•/•))] 

+^ [C« (A-i (H', '•) »',/)) - D, (K,._, (IV, /•) + KVi i  (w, /•))]! cxp( jv(t>) 

I 2<yV" (3.45b) 

+y[c, (A'-,(»'','') + AMI (»','')) - D, (Kv i (»",'•)" ^,MI (w/))]jexp(yV^) 

r =y—[ A A-(»','•)+ cxp(yV^) (3.45c) 
Q}£. L J 

(3.-f5d) 
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+~:[c, (7,.-A"','')-/,A (^,-i(^','-)+^'.+'(vn'-))]}cxp(^) 

(3.45e) 

h.=-~[CJv(wf) + D lK lXw lr)]cxp(j\>0) 

the fields for last layer m: r > /;„ 

(3.450 

e. -
1m,. 
'0 V)" K^mr))-^Dm (K„_,(,V-) + K„+1 (uy)) exp(yV^) (3.46a) 

2<yf 
exp(./V0) (3.46b) 

*z = j  — BmKv(W j )e* PW) 
(08.,, 

(3.46c) 

K = y 

'V = 

cxp(yV^) (3.46d) 

exp(yV^) (3.46e) 

U', 
//. = —^ DWA:,. (uy) cxp(jV^) 

(0/J 
(3.460 

3.5 Transverse Modes in Multilayer Step-Index Optical Fibres 

As discussed in section 3.3.2, there are analytical solutions of the Maxwell Equations for 

transverse electric and magnetic modes in step-index fibres. The characteristics of the 

transverse modes means that we only need solve either H. for TE modes (£. = 0) and 

E, for TM modes (77. = C ,. 
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3.5.1 TE Modes 

For TE modes ez  = 0, that gives A. = B,=0, from Eq. (3.19), we obtain 

(Ojdlx.' 
= 

lKJAl'/) l'i'YAu,r) ~c,~ = M 'c,~ 
~ K .  A. 

1 
A. 

the inverse matrix of M, 

7cr 
Mr = 

"XOv) - i i fKiu/) 

ujJfar) 

For ne f f  > n,, 

M. = 
-w;lv(w,r) -w iKAw , r) 

w/v(w,r) w :Kv(Wjt ') 

and the inverse matrix of M. 

1 M~' = 
-wfv(w,r) -w:lv(w,r) w" (K (u','') K (u','") - K (w, >')K ( ' ' ) )  

applying the boundary conditions for each layer, we obtain 

M, (/,) = M2(r i)M?(r2)M,(r2)M;\rJ---M;Urm„ i)MJrm . i) 
' O" " 0 " 

= M 
Am. A. 

Reorganizing the Eq. (3.51), we have 

^12 
m, ./,'(</,/;) M22 D... 

= 0 

The dispersion equation of TE modes can be written as 

"l 'l 22 'l ,2 0 

26 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 
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After solving the dispersion equation of TE modes, the effective index of each mode can 

be obtained. The field distributions of the mode can be calculated from Eqs. (3.43-3.46) 

by applying the field coefficients A t=B t= 0 .  

3.5.2 TM Modes 

For TM modes h, = 0, that gives C; = £>, = 0, from Eq. (3.19), we obtain 

jCQ£{)e, u]Jv(u,r) ln* icY^Xu/)/ n~ " A "  = M, "A" 
u,J',(u,r) u.Y'Xk/) A 

= M, 

A 

the inverse matrix of M. 

7tn:r 
M~ -  —~ 

2 u2 

-u~ 
"7,'OV") »; 

2 

-u.J'M.r) 

For neff > nt, 

M, = 
-w~lv{wr)h? 

wJM,r) 

the inverse matrix of M. 

-w;Kv(w,r)/n? 

\ v,K'v(w,r) 

M~ l  =• "'X U'X.'(•>»'/)7 ",2 

-w; Iv(w,r)/n]! ^(l 'v(w,r)Ky(w.r) -  Iv(w,r)K'v  (w.rj) 

applying the boundary conditions for each layer, we obtain 

"A 
(/;) = (r2  )M,(r2  AC, ) 

' o '  " 0 " 
= M 

A. A.  

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

(3.58) 

Reorganizing the Eq. (3.58), we obtain 
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-T JAw) Mn 
)l~ 

-A 

B... 
= 0 

28 

(3.59) 

u \ j [XU \ r \) M22. 

The dispersion equation of TM mooes can be written as 

l-~Jv(ulrl)M22-J't,(ulrl)Mi2 = 0 (3.60) 

Solving the dispersion equation of TM modes, the effective index of each mode can be 

obtained. The field distributions of the mode can be calculated from Eqs. (3.43-3.46) by 

applying the field coefficients C, = £> = 0. 

3.6 Linear Polarization Modes in Multilayer Step-Index Optical Fibres 

Most of single mode fibres used in telecommunications are weakly guided optical fibres. 

There are approximate solutions of Maxwell equations in this case, and the fibre modes 

are linearly polarized. Also in most cases, the weakly guided conditions can not be 

obeyed in multilayer step-index fibres, but if the fibre core layer and its nearby cladding 

layer satisfy the weakly guided condition, for core mode and low order cladding modes, 

the linearly polarization (LP) modes will still be a good approximation. As each LP mode 

is some combination of HE/EH and TE/TM modes, therefore using LP mode can simplify 

the mode coupling calculation especially in tilted FBG. 

In LP modes, the transverse electric field and its derivative respect to radius are: 

For ne f f  < //,, 

deL 

dr 

Yv  (u,r) rAl "A" / = M, "A" 
IA I A 

(3.61) 
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where t  = x,y, the inverse matrix of M. t  

M:X = 
n r  uXfa.r) -Yv(u,r) 

- i t /Mf) Jv(u,r) 
(3.62) 

For neff 

M = 
Ww,r) Kv(w,r) 

w/Mv) w,K\Xw,r) 
(3.63) 

And its inverse matrix 

m:1 = WiK(w , r) -Kv(w,r) 

~w,l\Xw,r) IJw,r) 
(3.64) 

M', (h (w. r) KAW /)- K (w, '")K (u',-'")) 

For LP modes, the transverse electric field and its derivative to radius are continuous al 

the boundary [18]. Applying the boundary conditions for each layer, we obtain 

(3.65) f A l  0  ' 0 

M t  (#;) i  

_ 0  

=  M 2 { r , ) M l X r 2 ) M i { r 2 ) M ; \ r % ) - - - M ; : _ X r m - i ) M m { r m J  

1
 

a
*

 
t 

=  M  
B m  m  _ 

Reorganizing the Eq. (3.65), we obtain 

-A 

U\J'M,i) M22  B... 
= 0 (3.66) 

The dispersion equation of LP modes can be written as 

J v { u x r x ) M 2 2 - u i J ' v ( u l r i ) M n  = 0 (3.67) 

M 

After solving the dispersion equation of LP modes, the effective index of each mode can 

be obtained. The field distributions of LP modes can be calculated as well [35]. 
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3.7 Solving the Dispersion Equations for Lossless Optical Fibres 

How to accurately and efficiently solve the dispersion equations is always a big challenge 

for numerical simulations. There are several numerical inethods can be used to solve the 

dispersion equations for the guided modes in lossless optical waveguides, such as 

Bisection Method, Newton's Method and Muller's Method [40]. The Bisection Method is 

reliable which can find all the modes but it is slow; the Newton's Method is more 

efficient but needs to calculate the derivative of the dispersion equation and an initial 

guess value for the effective index; Muller's Method also needs an initial guess value but 

is very efficient. To efficiently solve the dispersion equations of HE/EH modes, TE/TM 

modes and LP modes, the algorithm used here combines the Bisection Method and 

Muller's Method. First, we use the Bisection Method to approximately find the roots of 

dispersion equations (to save the root found time), and then we use Muller's Method to 

polish the root as accurately as wanted. 

3.8 Solving the Dispersion Equations for Lossy and Gain Optical Fibres 

Finding the complex roots of the dispersion equations is more difficult than for real ones. 

Instead of one dimension scanning for real roots (in this case, the root searching can be 

performed from the maximum refractive index of the fibre to the minimum refractive 

index of fibre), now a two dimensional scanning is needed for complex roots. There are 

infinite directions for searching the complex root due to both real and imaginary parts of 

the root changes. 

Both Newton's Method and Muller's Method work for complex roots as well, but 

both methods need an initial guess value. The accuracy of the guess value determines 
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where the root converges, meaning that you may not get the root that you wanted. In 

some cases, the perturbation method can be used by choosing the roots found in lossless 

media as guess values, but it is not reliable to converge to the roots in all cases. 

There is a reliable method that not only can solve complex roots of dispersion 

equations but that can find aU the roots within a enclosed region as well, it is the 

Cauchy's Integration Method or Argument Principle Method [41]. It was successfully 

used to solve the dispersion equations of TE/TM modes in planar optical waveguides 

[36,37]. 

3.8.1 Argument Principle Method 

The APM [39] is based on the argument principle [42] and the residue theorem of 

complex analysis. If a function f(z) is analytic and does not go to zero over a closed 

integral contour, then the argument principle is of the form: 

where Nz  is the number of zeros and Np  is number of poles inside the region enclosed by 

the contour C. If there are no poles in the region enclosed by C, then So is the number of 

zeios, and from the residue theorem we have: 

where z., i = 1,2,..., So are the roots off ( z )  inside C and S,„ is the sum of z' t" with m = 1, 

2, ... , So- Eq. (3.69) leads to a system of equations that can be used to evaluate the 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 
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coefficients of a polynomial p(z)  of degreeS0, which has the same roots zS t t  as the 

function f(z) inside C. The approximation polynomial p(z) can be written as: 

(3-70) 
1=1 *.=0 

withC5o = 1. The coefficients C k  are given via Newton's recursive formula: 

fork=S„- l . - . O  ( 3 . 7 1 )  
(K — j-\ 

The polynomial p[z)  can be solved by standard techniques such as Laguerre's Method 

[10]. The problem of finding the zeros of an arbitrary function f(z) is thus transformed to 

the simpler problem of finding the zeros of the polynomial p(z), for which a variety of 

reliable and efficient numerical methods exist. 

The roots of polynomial p(z)  and f (z)  do not coincide due to the integration errors 

introduced by Eq. (3.69). First So should be confined to 5o<4, This ensures that the degree 

and the coefficients of the polynomial p(z) remain small, thus helping to reduce 

numerical errors when locating the roois. Then, after the roots of the polynomial p(z) are 

obtained. A further refinement must be performed'to find the roots of f(z) by applying 

Muller 's  Method with the ini t ial  guess being the roots  of  p(z)-

3.8.2 Derivative of Dispersion Equations of Hybrid Modes 

The Cauchy's Integration Method need calculate the derivative of the dispersion 

equation. The derivatives of the HE/EH modes dispersion equations and the derivative of 

each term of the matrix Mt and its imer.se matrix A/"1 are derived. The derivative of 

dispersion equations for the TE/TM modes and LP mode are much simpler and can be 
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directly derived from HE/EH modes'. The derivatives of the .IE/EH modes dispersion 

equation are as follows: 

(3.72) dF da 1 „  dx db .  dx dc 
-x-+2 ax + x + b + 

dneff dneff d'K/j d'hjf <Kf d"<if 

where 

dnfff dneff " dne/f dneff ' dneff 

(3.73a) 

dneff dneg dneff dneff dn elf 

dM, 

d'Kjf " " (Kff (Kff ' d'\}f 

(3.73b) 

dc =d^M^+M^d^_mLM^_M^dMAL 

d»eff d"rff Al " dnrff d"<jf dn <•// 

(3.73c) 

cfr *2«,, 

d'hff K 2*, 
• -

zM^!z2d)v 
(3.73d) 

Derivatives for each term in matrix M; and its inverse matrix M, are as follows: 

If n; > neff  

P =T"rff =k" (ff 

uf=k*nj-/F = k2 t f-nl,) 

dll,  _ k2",ff 
dnf// u, 

(3.74) 

(3.75) 

(3.76) 

dll 

/ \ 
0". -JEL 

2 . 2 . U ' J  u. r 

2 k2n 
— + -

u" 
if 

• / 

(3.77) 
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@2 ^ ^2 ]  2k n f f  
+ ^ 

n.,rf LI 
• / 

dn,„ [ u;rn; ) u;rn~ 

d \ u * J ( l i r )  1  ,  r  - i  
~~~| = ~k "effr[2JM '") + JM r)J 

/-)] r -1 1 / = ~k>hAwM >•)+", YM r)J 
an,, L  J  

d [ u , j ' v ( u , r ) ]  
—  -  =  - k  n „ r  

d n  "Cff ' 

<-// 

A,, («, r) 
u. r 

dn. 
= ~k 'V/'" 

K(»,'•). Ci(», >•) C. («•'") 

If n, < ncff 

w";=p2-k2n:=k2{n; f f~n;) 

dwi . k\f 
dn<1S w, 

d 
/ \ 
f cr, 

d,lcff [vv,Vj 

d f <72 

dneff {w'm, 

cr, 

vi'. r 

2k\f 
N 

v'V w. / 

_ ^2 
..2 ....2 

2*2'V/N 

4w,2/(H'r)l r 
-L V = k »efA2IM '•)+»', A")] 

d'K/f L J 

4vvX0v-)| r i 
—  :  =  k ' n e f f r \ 2 K v ( w i  /•) + vv, K v ( w t  / • ) ]  

dH„jf L 

d^l 'Mr)] 

— 'k'"-r 
'<•// 

I 'Aw.r) |  C.Oy) [  /y f l(w,/-) 

vv. r 2 2 
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(3.78) 

(3.79a) 

(3.79b) 

(3.79c) 

(3.79d) 

(3.80) 

(3.81) 

(3.82) 

(3.83) 

(3.84a) 

(3.84b) 

(3.84c) 
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4>vX(»v-)] ,, 
— = k'n r f fr 

d»« 

d"<ff 

K[, (iv. r) Kv_ t  (vv, /•) Kv+{  (vv, r) 

vv. r 2 2 
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(3.84d) 

!AW ,  '")Kl+1(vv,'') + /,+1(vf, r)Kv{w, /•) vv,' Il(wir)K l̂(wir) + Ii+l{wir)Kv(wir)  ̂

k2ne f fr (/ | .(w, O^+iO, >-) + M»', >")<+,(»', 0 +A'\>KV<>, rJ + Z.^Ov, /•)<<>, /-)) 
+ -

W.4 [/l(»v1r)/ri+1(vv1i-) + /l+1(ivIi-)/:i (w, r)]" 

3.8.3 Algorithm for Computing the Derivative of the Transfer Matrices 

The transfer matrices and their derivatives as expressed by Eqs. (3.76-3.85) can be 

computed in an efficient manner [37]. The idea is to accumulate the derivative of the 

transfer matrix as the latter is being constructed. Consider accumulation over the first 3 

layers of a waveguide structure. For the first layer (/ = 1), m, and are computed. For 
dn* 

the second layer (/=2), m, and are computed, then 
dn« 

dM__ d ( M ] M 2 )  _ +  a n c j  m  = M l M 2 a v e  accumulated. For the third layer 
d,1"ff dneff dneff dneff 

(/ = 3), M% and clM- i  are computed, then _ d{MsM2) + 
d'hff d",ff dn# dnif/ " dneff 

and m = A/,A/2A/, are accumulated. The accumulation process continues until all layers in 

the structure have been handled. Clearly, one matrix product is required per layer to 

accumulate the transfer matrix and two products are required to accumulate its derivative. 

This algorithm thus accumulates the transfer matrix for m layers in m matrix products and 

the derivative of the transfer matrix in 2m matrix products. 
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3.9 Numerical Results 

3.9.1 Core and Cladding Modes in SMF-28 Fibre 

The SMF-28 fibre crosssection is shown in Fig. 3.2. The refractive indices for core, 

cladding and surrounding layers are 1.448702, 1.444024 and 1.0 respectively at A.= 1.55 

[xm, which are calculated by using Sellmeier equation, and the Sellmeier parameters are 

obtained from OptiGrating [43], the radius for the core and cladding layer are 4.15 (.im 

and 62.5 [Am. The Table 3.1 shows the effective indices of first 32 HE)m, EH|„„ HE2m, 

EH2„i, TEom TMom, LPom and LP|m modes. The calculations of the roots (effective 

indices) of dispersion equation is first made using the Bisection Method to the accuracy 

of 6 digits for effective index, and then polished by Muller's Method to a relative error 

less than 10"20. The results can be validated by comparing the effective indices of LPoi 

and HE| i modes. It can be seen from the Table 3.1 that the effective index of LP0i and the 

effective index of HE| i are well matched. 

y 

Figure 3.2: The cross-section of SMF-28 fibre 
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Table 3.1: The effective index of different fibre modes in SMF-28 fibre 

m HE 1m EH 1m HE 2m EH 2m TE Om TM Om LP Om LP 1m 

1 1.4459020 1.4438825 1 1438056 1.4439482 1.4439484 1.443948! 1.4459064 1.4439484 

2 i.4439682 1.4436441 1.4435233 1.4437786 1.4437792 1.4437785 1.4439683 1.4437792 

3 1.4437841 1.4433004 1.4431778 1.4435127 1.4435246 1.4435233 1.4437847 1.4435246 

4 1.4434766 1.4428521 1.4427289 1.443115 1.4431801 1.4431777 1.4434779 1.4431801 

5 1.4430495 1.4423001 1.4421670 1.4426115 1.4427323 1.4427279 1.4430516 1.4427323 

6 1.4425060 1.4416458 1.4414891 1.442002 1.4421716 1.4421646 1.4425092 1.4421716 

7 1.4418486 1.4408907 1.4406953 1.4412866 1.4414951 1.4414851 1.4418531 1.4414951 

8 1.4410798 1.4400358 1.4397863 1.4404653 1.4407029 1.4406893 1.4410856 1.4407029 

9 1.4402014 1.4. >;>0814 1.4387627 1.4395384 1.4397956 1.4397780 1.4402088 1.4397956 

10 1.4392157 1.4380258 1.4376255 1.4385063 1.4387740 1.4387521 1.4392246 1.4387740 

11 1.4381245 1.4368656 1.4363754 1.4373695 1.4376389 1.4376121 1.4381347 1.4376389 

12 1.4369300 1.4355950 1.4350 J 33 1.4361285 1.4363909 1.4363591 1.4369409 1.4363909 

13 1.4356355 1.4342072 1.4335401 1.4347838 1.4350309 1.4349937 1.4356442 1.4350309 

14 1.4342443 1.4327046 1.4319571 1.4333356 1.4335598 1.4335170 1.4342448 1.4335598 

15 1.4327508 1.4310917 1.4302657 1.4317834 1.4319786 1.4319299 1.4327420 1.4319786 

16 1.4311467 1.4293679 1.4284680 1.430126 1.4302883 1.4302334 1.4311339 1.4302883 

17 1.4294295 1.4275310 1.4265669 1.4283607 1.4284901 14284287 1.4294178 1.4284901 

18 1.4275986 1.4255791 1.4245656 1.4264835 1.4265849 1.4265167 1 4275912 1.4265849 

19 1.4256539 1.4235116 1.4224625 1.4244896 1.4245735 1.4244982 1.4256516 1.4245735 

20 1.4235950 1.4213288 1.4202517 1.4223785 1.4224565 1.4223734 1.4235975 1.4224565 

21 1.4214216 1.4190313 1.4179287 1.4201539 1.4202335 1.4201419 1.4214279 1.4202335 

22 1.4191338 1.4166200 1.4154913 1.4178178 1.4179037 1.4178028 1.4191427 1.4179037 

23 1.4167319 1.4140956 1.4129385 1.4153698 1.4154654 1.4153543 1.4167423 1.4154654 

24 1.4142166 1.4114589 1.4102698 1.4128081 1.4129163 1.4127941 1.4142273 1.4129163 

25 1.4115888 1.4087103 1.4074848 1.4101308 1.4102539 1.4101199 1.4115986 1.4102539 

26 1.4088493 1.4058500 1.4045829 i.4073361 1.4074759 1.4073297 1.4088570 1.4074759 

27 1.4059987 1.4028778 1.4015634 1.4044233 1.4045804 1.4044215 1.4060033 1.4045804 

28 1.4030372 1.3997931 1.3984260 1.401392 1.4015660 1.4013V 14 1.4030381 1.4015660 

29 1.3999645 1.3965949 1.3951708 1.3982426 1.3984320 1.3982477 1.3999614 1.3984320 

30 1.3967795 1.3932816 1.3917978 1.3949752 1.3951782 1.3949813 1.3967727 1.395)782 

31 1.3934805 1.3898514 1.3883073 1.3915901 1.3918048 1.3915953 1.3934708 1.3918048 

32 1.3900654 1.3863022 1.3846997 1.3880873 1.3883122 1.3880899 1.3900540 1.3883122 
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33 1.3865317 1.3826319 1.3809750 1.3844668 

34 1.3828774 1.3788387 1.3771325 1.380728 

35 1.3791003 1.3749210 1.3731713 1..3768702 

36 1.3751988 1.3708779 1.3690898 1.3728923 

37 1.3711719 1.3667087 1.3648859 1.368793 

38 1.3670187 1.3624129 1.3605576 I..3645706 

39 1.3627388 1.3579904 1.3561024 1.3602232 

40 1.3583322 1.3534408 1..3515182 1.3557486 

1.3847007 1.3844656 1.3865200 1..3847007 

1.3809709 1.3807225 1..3828665 1.3809709 

1.3771227 1.3768603 1.3790910 1.3771227 

1.3731560 1.3728787 1.3751915 1.3731560 

1.3690698 1,3687765 1.3711665 1..3690698 

1.3648629 1.3645523 1.3670149 1.3648629 

1,3605332 1.3602042 1.3627361 1.3605332 

1.3560785 1,3557300 1.3583299 1,3560785 

3.9.2 Cladd'ng Modes in SMF Fibre with Nano-Size Metal Coating 

Some cladding modes in a fibre with a metal coating will show surface plasmon wave 

characteristics. We present here our calculation for a fibre that has been studied 

elsewhere (as an additional validation of our model and of its numerical implementation). 

The four layer fibre has a 36 nm metal coating and the parameters: 

/;,= 1.4602 , n2 = 1.4443 , //, =0.00298-jl 3.4857 , n. =1.36061 , /;=2.25//m , 

r2 =62.5 //m, /j =62.536 //m(J = 36 nm ), and X = 1.55 //m[44] as shown in Fig. 3.3. 

The effective indices of the hybrid modes are calculated. There are 76 cladding modes, 

the 8 HEii„/EHi„, cladding modes discussed in reference [44J are listed in table 3.2, and 

their azimuthal magnetic fields are shown in Fig. 3.4 (a) and (b). The fields of each mode 

are normalized to I\ = 1 W . Fields shown in Fig. 3.5 (c) and (d) are good agreement with 

the Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b) from refcrcnce [44]. The difference of the field amplitudes is 

caused by the method used to calculation the integration of the power P:, here we use the 

conjugate form for the power normalization and they use the unconjugate form. 
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y 

i 

Figure 3.3: The cross-section of SMF fibre with 36nm metal coating 

Table 3.2: The effective index of different fibre modes in SMF-28 fibre 

Mode Effective Index Mode Effective I', .dex 

68 1.3752521393-1.0763175837*10"8j 69 1.3737224400-2.9920850504*10"7j 

70 1.3711960448-1.14905671 inO"8j 71 1.3698078791-1.0145518518*10'6j 

72 1.3670129491-1.2225313751 *10"8j SPW 1.3680420493-2.6040631406*10"6j 

74 1.3627022280-1.2828951588*10"8j 73 1.3651252046-7.3091938257*10'8j 
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Figure 3.5: The azimuthal magnetic fields of cladding modes: (a) odd modes; (b) even 

modes from reference [44]; (c) odd modes, and (d) even modes are simulated. 

3.9.3 The Plasmon Mode in Thinned SMF fibre with a Thin Gold Coating 

Some cladding modes in the fibre with a metal coating will show surface plasmon wave 

characteristics as shown in Fig. 3.5. This is characterized by large field amplitude at the 

metal boundary. There is also a pure plasmon mode that can exists in the fibre with metal 

coating, because metals at light wavelengths have the necessary conditions for plasmon 

formation (negative real part of dielcctric constant). The plasmon mode has the largest 

effective index of all guided and leaky modes and its effective index is larger than fibre 

core and cladding indices. Its field is only confined at metal surfaces. This mode is very 
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useful for the refractive index sensing applications due its extremely high index 

sensitivity to the surrounding media. Here we calculate the effective index and field 

distributions of such mode. The four layer fibre which has a 20 nm gold coating has the 

parameters: nx= 1.4504 , n2 = 1.444024 , =0.55- j\ 1.5 , n4 = 1.0 , /]=4.15//m , 

r2  = 12.5//m, r3 = 12.52 jum (d = 20 nm ), and A = 1.55 //mas shown in Fig. 3.6. The 

effective index, the loss and the confinement at the surrounding layer of the plasmon 

mode with different surrounding refractive index are listed in Table 3.3, and its field 

distributions are shown in Fig. 3.7. From table 3.3 we can see that the plasmon mode has 

an extremely large loss that is comparable with the loss of plasmon mode in planar 

optical waveguides which were shown in reference [37]. It also can be s<?en that as the 

SRI increases, the loss and the power in the surrounding layer are increasing as well. 

From Fig. 3.7, it is clear that as the SRI increases, the field penetrates more strongly on 

the external side of the gold surface. 

y 

Figure 3.6: The cross-section of thinned SMF fibre with 25 nm gold coating 
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Table 3.3: The effective index of different fibre modes in tlrnned SMF fibre 

"4 Effective Index Loss (dB/mm) r 

1.00 1.465319194466308 -3.778776928495299*10'3j 133.05 0.36% 

1.30 1.471150158359611 -5.695691743112360*10"3j 200.55 3.96% 

1.36 1.475965819964934 -7.151722522997441 *10'3j 251.81 10.19% 

1.40 1.489913946060439 -9.681158191857822*10"3j 340.87 34.97% 

{ 

i s 
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3.10 Numerical Simulation Issues 

When one or more layers are very thick and the modes are low order (TEo/TMo) and 

strongly guided, then there is a well-known issue that the transfer matrix method may fail 

to obtain the correct field distributions in planar optical waveguides. The problem is the 

fields may already decay at the outer boundary of thick layer and the software program 

doesn't have enough effective digits to handle very small values (near zero). In that case, 

the solution is to remove the layers beyond the thick layer, because those removed layers 

won't affect the light propagation. Similarly for optical fibre, if the cladding layer is 

thick such as SMF-28 fibre, when calculating the core mode, the other cladding layer 

such metal coating, thin dielectric overlay and surrounding media can be removed in 

calculations and the result won't be affected. Similar approach also can apply to 

multimode fibres. There is no problem for cladding modes as their fields always reach to 

the surrounding media when using the transfer matrix method. 

The current programming software and languages such as Matlab, C/C++, Visual 

Basic and FORTRAN have a limitation for the minimum and maximum double/floating 

values to ~10±,ox. In some specific case such as fibre with gold coating, the modified 

Bessel functions will reach this maximum/minimum value when the fibre radius is -13 

|im, therefore the other software tools arc needed. Maple and Mathematica are the 

scientific calculation software that do not have the limitation for the maximum/minimum 

value. Here we use Matlab with the Maple toolbox for Matlab to do our simulation for 

the fibre modes in fibre with metal coatings. 
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3.11 Summary 

In this Chapter, an efficient and accurate numerical method to calculate the multilayer 

fibre modes with lossless, lossy and gain media has been developed. The analytical 

inverse transfer matrix has been derived. By using the analytical inverse transfer matrix 

instead of numerical inverse matrix, the computing time is saved and accuracy is 

increased. More importantly, it makes analytical derivative of inverse matrix calculation 

possible, then the Cauchy's Integration Method can be used to solve the more complex 

step-index fibre with lossy and gain media especially for analyzing the plasmon-like 

modes in the fibre with metal coating. This provides a very useful tool the fast analysis of 

the fibre modes foi our sensing applications and it can be further developed to an 

advanced step-index fibre mode solver for commercial CAD software. 

Three different fibre structures of interest in our optical fibre sensing applications are 

calculated and compared with the literature. Good agreement is obtained. After this 

method is developed, it makes a large set of fibre mode calculations possible, which is 

especially important for TFBG sensors with a metal layer [45,46]. 
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Chapter 4 

Mode Couplings in Optical Fibres with Lossless, Lossy 

and Gain Media 

4.1 Introduction 

The mode coupling in optical waveguides* and fibres is very important. There are a lot of 

optical deviccs that are using the principle of mode couplings such as optical couplers, 

optical mode converters, grating based optical filters etc. Among those devices, a lot of 

them are optical long period gratings (LPG) and fibre Bragg gratings (FBG) based for 

both telecommunication and sensor applications. The theory for mode couplings in 

optical waveguides and DFB lasers was well developed [19] even before the FBG was 

invented in 1978 by Hill et al [3]. There arc several methods that can be used to analyze 

the mode coupling in fibres, among them, the coupled mode theory is well developed and 

the one most often used to analyze LPGs and FBGs. In this Chapter, we focus on the 

fibre mode coupling between the core mode and the core and cladding modes due to 

sinusoidal index modulations in the fibre core layer with or without a smatl tilted angle. 

Comparing with previous work in the literature, what is new here can be listed as: (i) we 

use all vectorial modes to analyze mode couplings between the hybrid HEn core mode to 

hybrid HEh mode and HEN,l,1/EHVi„ cladding modes instead of using the approximate LP()| 
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core mode to LPvm [47] or LPoi to HEvm/EHv„, cladding mode [21, 22]; (ii) we solve lor 

the mode couplings in a fibre with a thin metal coating for LPG [44] and TFBG 

applications [45]. This will give us a tool to analyze the TFBG in a fibre with gold 

coating in which some cladding modes show plasmon mode characteristics and a broad 

view to see what happens in TFBGs with a gold coating, which have shown a very high 

sensitivity for surrounding refractive index (SRI) changes and suitability for biosensor 

applications. 

4.2 The Electric Field Distributions in Multilayer Step-Index Fibre 

The mode couplings are fully dependent on the mode field distributions in the 

perturbation area. Here, for the single mode fibres we used the perturbation is located in 

the photosensitive core layer, so mode fields in the fibre core are the fundamental factor 

for designing optical fibre dcvices. For telecommunication applications, normally the 

fibre modes are analyzed in a two layer structure only since the core guided field does not 

extend to the outer boundary; three and more layers need to be analyzed in SMF fibre 

(core, cladding and surrounding medium) for index, strain and temperature sensing or 

coated SMF fibre with four layers (core, cladding, dielectric (metal) overlay and 

surrounding medium) for enhanced index sensing and even more layers for fibres with 

gold overlay for DNA sensing in which a thin DNA layer is binding to the gold surface. 

Fig. 4.1 shows electric the field distributions of SMF-28 fibre with different hybrid 

modes and the insets show fields in the core region where the couplings between the core 

and cladding modes happen. From the Fig. 4.1, we cai. see that the E: is at least one order 

of magnitude less that the transverse fields Er and /^especially for the core mode HEn-
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Figure 4.1: Electric field distributions in SMF-28 fibre. 

4.3 Cladding Mode Couplings with Core Mode 

In single mode fibres, the mode couplings occur between core and cladding modes with 

gratings such as FBGs and LPGs in the photosensitive core region. In most cases the core 

mode can be approximated using the LPQI linear polarization mode [20] as standard 

SMFs are weakly guided. Even by writing strong gratings in the fibre core, the average 

refractive index of the core layer can be increased up to 10", the weakly guided 

conditions are still satisfied. We use the hybrid mode HEn here, not due to the big core 

index increase when we write tilted FBG, but because the full vectorial mode makes the 

coupling mode calculations more accurate, especially in the case of plasmon mode 

coupling, in special fibres that are much thinner than in standard SMF fibres, where the 
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fields of the core mode can reach the boundary between the silica and the metal and 

where the two layer LPoi mode approximation is no long sati .fied. 

There are several methods that can be used to calculate the mode couplings in optical 

waveguides and fibres. Among them the coupled mode theory is well developed and 

widely used in analyzing mode couplings in fibres with FBGs and LPGs. The coupled 

mode analysis is based on perturbation theory and it can be derived from Maxwell's 

equations. 

4.3.1 Perturbation Theory [35,48] 

Mode fields without perturbations can be written as: 

Vx E() = -ja)juH() (4.1a) 

Vx H0 = jd)£0ei (r,<p)E0 (4.1 b) 

and mode fields with the dielectric perturbation Ae r  can be written as [48]: 

VxE = -;^)//H (4.2a) 

V x H = jG)£0 [er{'\ 0) + A£, (/-,  0, Z)] E (4.2b) 

Fields for forward propagating mode v can be written as: 

EA ')=!?,(/'.<#) + O'.'ffie ' (4.3a) 

H0(r,<#, -,) = [«'•.<») + (4.3b) 

and fields with perturbation can be written as a sum of all possible excited modes as [48]: 
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*'•*•z ) = ?  * i7T^T)h" i r'* )^ 

' ' (4.4b) 

Here we changc fields from rectangular coordinates to cylindrical coordinates and 

backward propagating field terms are added. From Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), wc have [48] 

V • (E; X H + Ex h;) = -j<ae0Aer(r, <p, z)E^ • E (4.5) 

Substitute Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) into Eq. (4.5) and perform an area integral on both 

sides, the general coupled mode equations can be derived as [5]: 

(IA„ 

dz 
=-y'ZA-{k + )cx^[+A.)s]-i'Z7i>'(k-k--v) c x P [ ~ pv)i\ (4-6a) 

dz y v 

Where K[ and K'v f t  are the transverse coupling coefficient and longitudinal 

coefficient respectively, A and Bfl arc field amplitudes for forward and backward 

propagation of mode ji. 

K„ {-.) = {(0£n  /4) £*d(b£ rdrAe, (i\(p, z)ev l(r,(p) • e* t l{r,0) (4.7a) 

k-„(z) = (©£0/4) f%,V ['«//• ^£'{^;z)*\ejr4)cjr4) (4.7b) 
4 )  •*' e ,+Ae r(r,$.z) 
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From section 4.2, we know that the longitudinal electric field is at least one order of 

magnitude less than the transverse field, especially for the core mode, so the k' is at least 

two orders of magnitude less than the k[. Therefore in the mode coupling calculations, 

the Kl is negligible. The Eq. (4.6) can be simplified as: 

i-!jL  = -jYJAX / 1exp[j(P f l  -/3v)z\ (4.8a) 
(l ,, 

—r = jy, cxp[-M'+A.)z]+y'2] - A-)z] (4-8b) 
U-C y X' 

4.3.2 Core and Cladding Mode Coupling Coefficients in Fibres with FBG 

When a FBG or TFBG is induced in an optical fibre with UV light, normally only the 

photosensitive corc refractive index is changed. The dielectric perturbation in the fibre 

can be written as 

&£r(.\\ y, z,6) = 2/0/1,(.r, v,z,6) (4.9) 

where 0 is a tilt angle. For FBG the tilt angle 0 equals zero, the core layer refractive index 

perturbation can be written as 

A/j,(a\ v,z) = //lc7(z)[l + M cos(2fo)] (4.10) 

Where //, is unperturbatcd core index, cj(z) i^ a slowly varying envelope, m is the 

refractive index modulation amplitude induced in the grating, or the grating visibility, 

2k - 2jt! A is the wave number of the grating and J is the grating period. Substituting 

the Eq. (4.10) into Eq. (4.7a), we can represent the coupling coefficient as [21J 

K;^-) = *-,,,[| + Mcos(2K<-.)] (4.11) 
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and the eoupling constant 

Mz) = <0S"n;
2
aiZ) f d* £ e„ (/•,<»)• (/',«>)«/; (4.12) 

KVfl is defined as the coupling constant even through it can have a slowly varying z 

dependence, but it wiil be constant if the grating is uniform. 

From the Chapter 3, transverse electric fields in the fibre core can be written as: 

Here At and C, are normalized field constants for core and cladding modes by specifying 

that each mode carry a power of 1 W. 

The integral is different for lossless and loss/gain fibre mode. The solution to the integral 

can be written in a closed form, but the expression is very long. The results of integral 

calculation are provided in Appendix A. In the remainder of this Chapter, each mode 

field coefficients are first normalized to 1 W before performing the mode coupling 

calculation. 

For simplifying the mode coupling constant calculation, Eq. (4.13) can be written as: 

« , =  +  c x p O ' f * )  ( 4 . 1 3 a )  
2 (oel 2 

e? = j ~~~~ A (-A'-i ('V")+ -Ami("i'")) + ~C, (jy-t (uir)~jr+i ("ir)) exp(;V0) (4.13b) 
v 2 cos, K ' 2 • ' 

P = l / 2 R e  (4.14) 

6'r = ( A ji> -I ("•'") + /V,M|('/|''))CXP(./V^) 

e* = j (A jv i ("r'') ~ k j\-, i (•"y'')) cxrX m) (4.15b) 

(4.15a) 
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where 

A  = — —  l-A,+^-C, 
2m, 2 

b^jh-^olc, 
1 2 cos, 1 2 

(4.16a) 

(4.16b) 

Substituting Eq. (4.15) into Eq. (4.12) with v = 1, we obtain the core mode to core mode 

coupling constant 

i_i i (^) — 7tCQS0 0^)f (A !-/o0v-)|" +|5|r|y2(i/,/-) rdr (4.17) 

So the core-core mode coupling constant will be real even through the nejf could be 

complex if ni is real. To solve Eq. (4.17), if nefj is real, then we have 

K\i-Ii(*)= ™s0,ifcr(2[(-A)2(wi+ CMir\)) A2 + (Ji("i 1)" J\ C«i 1 )^3(Mi1))^i2](4-18) 

and if nej/  is complex, for conjugate of Bessel function, we have J*Q{uxr) = JQ{uxr) 

and J2(uxr) = J2{u]r), then 

kx , ( z )  =  2 x G ) £ 0 n ; a ( z ) t ]  / ( » , 2  - ( / / f ) 2 )  

•{[", J0(Vi)yi ('Vi)~llUo('Vi)-/i ("i'1 )]|A 

'' ^ "l 'A ("l'l ̂ 2 ("l 'l | | 

~ I2 

11 (4.19) 

The coupling constant for core mode to cladding mode coupling can be derived by 

substituting Eq. (4.15) into Eq. (4.12) 

cos. .nxcf{z)  .  ,  pi  .  * " \  j  
K -..(*) = —4 J, d(P\) (evAr + )l'd l '  (4.20) 

For any cladding modes (any v), the azimuthal integral in Eq. (4.20) becomcs 
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^ exp [ y(l ~ V)Q] d(p = 2 7rSh ,  (4.21) 

where 5W is the Kronecker delta function 

1, if v = l 

0, if v * 1 
(4.22) 

Therefore, only those cladding modes which have v-\ have the non-zero coupling 

constant with the HEn core mode. Performing the integral of Eq. (4.20), the coupling 

constant of core mode HEn to HEim/EHin, cladding modes can be obtained as 

Eq. (4.23) is a general solution of the coupling constant of cladding modes to core mode 

coupling for lossless, lossy and gain fibre. 

4.3.3 Core and Cladding Mode Coupling Coefficients in Fibres with TFBG 

When a TFBG is induced in an optical fibre with UV light with a tilt angle 6, as shown in 

Fig. 4.2, there are two possible tilted gratings including a grating whose planes are tilted 

about the y axis by an angle 6 in the clockwise direction from the x axis (an x-tilted 

grating) and a grating whose planes are tilted about the x axis by an angle 6 from the y 

axis (a y-tilted grating) [22], which are corresponding to two linear polarization slates. 

The dielectric perturbation in the fibre can be written as 

i (^) = 2nm^a{z)rx / (ufm - (u{ f) 

" {[uuJo (".*>i )Ji ) - u\J0  (u l mr, )J, (u*>])] A l mA* 

+[W)V, (u lr l)J2(u l mr l)-u l mJ l  {"Un r\)Ji( lh r\)]hn&\} 

(4.23) 
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Figure 4.2: Configuration of a single-sided tilted grating: (a) for an jc-tilted grating, (b) for a 

j-tilted grating. 

As r  {x,y,z,6)~ (x, y, z,  &) 

and the core layer refractive index perturbation can be written as 

An, (x, y, z) = n t<7(z')[l + M cos (iK^z ')] 

where 

z' = zcos0-jcsin#, for an x-tilied grating 

z' = zcosO- jsin 0, for a y-tilted grating 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26a) 

(4.26b) 

Where n, is unperturbated core index, cr(z') is a slowly varying envelope, M is the 

refractive index modulation amplitude induced in the grating, or the grating visibility. 

The nominal wave number of the tilted grating, 2Kg -2K IAGT is related to the grating 

wave-vector component along the fibre axis 2K = 2k IA , where 

2K = 2K.. cos 6 (4.27) 
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Here A = A /cos# is the grating period along the fibre axis and Ak is the actual grating 

period. Substituting Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26) into Eq. (4.7a), the coupling coefficient k' 

can be expressed as a summation of three distinct coupling coefficient components [22] 

K f ,  (z) = exP (j^K^zcos 0) + £~, exp (-y'2Kg  z cos 0) + fv / l  (4.28) 

Where 

4=Jfo'!|2(T(^ exP(+J2 K
k

zcousin Q)eV !(r,<p) • e' f l t  (r,<p)rdr (4.29a) 

for an x-tilted grating 

8% =^e0ii*cr{z)M exp[+j2Kxzs\n0s\n0)ev l(r,(p)-e' f t l(r,0)rdr (4.29b) 

for a y-tilted grating, and 

U  = | r ' e w ( r , 0 ) - e * , ( r , 0 ) r < / r  ( 4 . 2 9 c )  

Here the fV f l  is the same as KV f t  in section 4.3.2, substituting the Eq. (4.14) into Eq. (4.29) 

and using Bessel function relations [38], for the coupling between the HEn to cladding 

mode HEv/EHv. we have 

AV_n = (+jY~ ]KCO£0nf cr(z)M / 2 
n r ~  ~  ~  -  - I  X  ( 4 . 3 0 a )  

• {  [A-A*Am {ur)Jo (uxr) + BvB*xJ„x  (ur)J2  (",/')] A- , (2£Rrsin Sjrdr 

for an x-tilted grating 

#,t_,,  = (+1Y ' TC(D£ ( ,n\o{ z)M 12 
« r ~  ~  ~  x  ( 4 - 3 0 b )  

• {  [ AA ('"•) J'o M + BvB\Jv t X  
J2 -A-, (2/^, '-sin 0) rdr 

for a y-tiltcd grating 
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= 7T6)£0n;a(z) J[' [/VAX-1 (wr)y0 { lU r) +  K^J t^ {u r)Jl  (uxr)\rdr (4.30c) 

For only those cladding modes which have k = 1 have the non-zero coupling 

constant with the HEn core mode, and they are the same as for core to core mode 

coupling and Khn_u for cladding modes to core mode couplings of Eqs (4.17-4.19). Let 

gv_u  = n(Q£ t in]o{z)M / 2 
- ~ ~ n x (4-31) 

• {'[A-A'J v-\  +  (2Kj-s\nd)rdr 

For an x-tilted grating, the coupling coefficient 

Kv_ l l(z) = ic t m_ l l  + 
2^_ncos(2ATJ.zcos^)exp(jk/r) for v=l, 3,---,2k+l 

2gl,_Ilsin(2/^,zcos0) for v=2, A,---, 2k+2 
(4.32) 

For a y-tilted grating, the coupling coefficient 

2gv_x ,cos(2/r,zcos#) for v=\, 3,---,2k+l 

2gl,_I1sin(2/^,zcos#)exp(-j;r/2) for v=2,4,---, 2k+2 
(4.33) 

Where k = 0,1,2-• -, from Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33), we can see that the x-tilted grating and 

the y-tilted grating have the same DC coupling constant and same amplitude for 

AC coupling constant 2but a phase difference of k and 7i!2 for the odd and even 

azimuthal number v, respectively. 
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4.4 Numerical Results 

4.4.1 Coupling Constants in SMF with FBG 

a) Case 1 

Fig. 4.3 shows the coupling constant divided by<j(z) for the SMF fibre of reference 

[21] using Eq. (4.23) forv = l, where cr(z) is a slowly varying envelope. The fibre is 

described by the following parameters: /z, = 1.458 , «,=1.45 , 

= 1.0,  rx  = 2.625 fim, r2  = 62.5 jum and A = 1.55 jum [21 ]. There are in total 168 guided 

modes fory= 1 including 65 HE|,n modes and 63 EHi,n modes. From Fig. 4.3, it can be 

seen that the coi clings between the lowest-order EH|„i cladding modes and the core 

mode are very weak compared to the couplings between the lowest-order HE|,„ cladding 

modes and the core mode. This can be explained by the mode classifications (field 

distributions) for HE and EH modes, obviously the HE|„, mode will have larger coupling 

with HEn mode than the EH|„, mode with HEn mode. However, for cladding modes of 

order/?/>20, the EH]m and HEi„, modes have coupling strengths comparable to one 

another, this means that HE|tll and EH|,„ modes with higher m showing more similar field 

distributions in the fibre core region, it can be seen from Fig. 4.1. "The slowly varying 

oscillation in the coupling strength versus cladding mode number is analogous to the 

oscillation with respect to wavelength observed in coupling from the core mode to the 

continuum of radiation modes of the fibre. Qualitatively, this oscillation arises because as 

the cladding-mode order increases the mode fields exhibit more and more oscillations 

along the radial direction. As the number of oscillations increases within the fixed radial 
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extent of the fibre, the cladding-mode fields begin to exhibit nulls in the fibre core. Each 

time a new null moves into the core, it is possible for the overlap integral in Eq. (4.23) to 

become zero, thus causing the zeros in the slowly varying envelope in Fig. 4.3 [21]". 

Comparing our result with the Fig. 6 of reference [21], the mode coupling has similar 

envelopes and nulls, but our coupling constant is about 38% higher than theirs. The 

difference is caused by using the HEn core mode vs LP0i core mode. In LPoi core mode 

approximation, also the normalized power is equal to 1W, but transverse electric fields 

for Er and Eq only have one Besscl function term J0 [4], and transverse electric fields for 

HE|m/EHim cladding modes have two terms Jo and Ji. This might lead to the integral in 

Eq. (4.12) to generate the differences. 
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Figure 4.3: Coupling constant KUn ,, divided by <7( z )  for the 168 v — 1 cladding modes in a 

SMF fibres. 
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b) Case 2 

Fig. 4.4 shows the coupling constant divided by <J(z) for the fibre that we used 

experimentally (SMF 28) using Eq. (4.23) forv = l. The fibre parameters:nt =1.4504, 

n2  = 1.444024, «3 = 1.0 , rx  = 4.15 //m , r2  = 62.5 jum and A = 1.55 //m . Comparing with 

Fig. 4.3, there are similar oscillations of envelope, but the first null of the envelope is 

m=17 for EH|„, and m=18 for HE|m mode instead of in the Fig. 4.3, m=28 for EH|,„ and 

m=29 for HEim mode, this is due to the fibre core radius difference of two fibres. The 

SMF-28 has corc radius of 4.15 j.im and the SMF fibre core radius is 2.625 urn. The 

larger core makes the cladding-mode fields of SMF 28 fibre exhibit the null in the fibre 

core with small m. 
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Figure 4.4: Coupling constant Khn_u divided by <J{z) for V = 1 cladding modes in the SMF-

28 fibre. 
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Figure 4.5: Comparing the coupling constant ic i m_n  divided by <7{z) for v = 1 cladding 

modes in a small core SMF fibre and SMF-28 fibre. 

To directly compare mode couplings in these two fibres, we draw the coupling 

constants for two fibres respect to the wavelength instead of mode number; the core mode 

(Bragg) resonance wavelength is 1550 nm. From Fig. 4.5, we can see that the SMF-28 

reachcs the maximum coupling constant faster than the SMF with small core radius, and 

the maximum coupling constant values for these two fibres are very close even through 

they have totally different fibre parameters. The SMF 28 fibre has the first null of 

envelope around 1539.52 nm and SMF with small core radius has the first null around 

1525.34nm. The maximum and null coupling constant values in different wavelength 

with different core radius could be useful for sensing applications: by changing the core 

radius we can have the strong or weak resonances at the wavelength we are interested for 

specific optical fibre sensors. 
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Fig. 4.6 shows the transmission spectrum of one FBG written in SMF-28 fibre and the 

coupling constant Klm_n divided by (J{z) for a SMF 28 fibre. From Fig. 4.6, we can see 

that simulation result is a good match to the resonance wavelength and the peak, value of 

the cladding modes, even though we used the fibre parameter (core layer refractive index) 

of a TFBG instead of a FBG and the coupling constants simulated at 1550 nm are now 

used at 1560.32 nm. That means we can directly simulate the coupling constants to 

predict the FBG resonances envelope (resonance strength) and without having to do a full 

simulation for the transmission spectrum of the FBG. 
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Figure 4.6: The transmission spectrum of a FBG in the SMF-28 fibre and simulated 

coupling constant , divided by <7(z) for V - I cladding mode*, in the SMF-28 fibre. 
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c) Case 3 

Fig. 4.7 shows the coupling constant , divided by <j(c) for a SMF 28 fibre with a 

20 nm gold coating. The fibre parameters are: //, = 1.4504 , n2~ 1.444024 , 

= 0.55 - j 11.5, «4 = 1.0 , a] = 4.15 urn , /*, = 62.5 //m , /*, = 62.52 //m ( d = 20 nm ), 

and a = 1.55 //m. The cladding modes in fibres with a thin . ictal coating can sho\ .vome 

plasmon mode characteristics: an extraordinary sensitivity to surrounding refractive index 

ch. lges as we discussed in Chapter 3, which attracts lot of interest recently for biosensor 

applications. Comparing with the SMF-28 without a gold coating (Fig. 4.4). now we can 

see ihe maximum coupling constant is reduced by 27%. and the coupling constant of 

HE|„, and EH|„; are close to each other when m>12. 
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Figure 4.7: Coupling constant h]m  ., di .idetf by <r(z) for v - 1 cladding modes in a SMF-28 

fibre with 20 nm gold costing. 
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4.4.2 Coupling Constants in SMF with TFBG 

For the hbre with TFBG, there is no analytical solution for coupling constant of Eq. 

(4.31). Therefore, numerical integration for Eq. (4.31) is needed. 

a) Case 1 

Fig. 4.8 shows the AC coupling constant2gI,/ll_ll divided by <7{z)  for a SMF fibre using 

Eq. (4.31) and assuming M=l with different azimuthal numbeirand tilt angle 6. The 

fibre is described by the following parameters: //,= 1.458 , «2 = 1.45 , 

//, = 1.0=2.5//m, r2  = 62.5 //mand A = 1.55 //m [22]. There are in total 168 guided 

modes fort' = 1 including 65 HE)m modes and 63 EHj,,, modes as shown in Fig. 4.8 (a). 

The coupling constants are similar with Fig. 4.4, because the only difference for these 

two fibres is the 0.125 [im core radius difference. The maximum coupling constant is at 

radial mode number m=9 of HE mode and the first null is the EH mode for m=30. Fig. 

4.8(b) shows the AC coupling constant of th. fibre with v = 2 and 0 = 5°. From Fig. 

4.8(b), it can be seen that the maximum coupling <onstant is smaller than the un-tiltcd 

one and shift to the higher radial mode number m=!9 of HE:,,, mode, the first null in the 

envelope is shifted to the high radial mode number as well and at m=45 for both HE?,,, 

and EH:,,, modes. Fig. 4.8(c) shows the AC coupling constant of the fibre with 

K = 3and#-7.5'\ As the tilt angle increases, the maximum value is icduccd and further 

shifted to the higher radial mode number m=28 of HE?,,, mode ai.d the first null in the 

envelope is shifted to m=55 for of ME?,,, mode. 
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Figure 4.8: AC coupling constant 2g,,m.n /cr(r.) for cladding modes with (a) K = i, # = 0°, 

(b) v = 2, 0 = 5',(c) v = 2, 0 = 1.5°. 

b) Case 2 

Fig. 4.9 shows the AC coupling constant 2gym U divided by (7(r) for a SMF-28 fibre 

using Eq. (4.31) and assuming M=l with different azimuthal numberv and till angle 0. 

The fibre has the same parameters as the FBG in SMF-28 fibre discussed before. Fig. 

4.9(a) an.« (b) shows HE|„, modes and EIl|In modes with different tilt angles. From Fig. 

4.9(a) and (b), it can be cleaily seen that with the same a/.imutha) numberthe larger 

the tilt angle, the smaller the maximum coupling constant value at higher radial mode 

number which corresponds to small resonance wavelengths. Fig. 4.9(c) shows thai at low 

radial mode number for HEin, modes with tilt angle equals to 4", the coupling constant 

are much larger than for higher mode number HE^m ami EN'n-. modes. The.se modes form 
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the so called "ghost mode" that is seen in experimental spectra and as the tilt angle 

increase the "ghost mode" effect is reduced. Except for the ghos mode region, the 

coupling constant still follows the rule that the higher azimuthal numberv is, the smaller 

is the maximum coupling constant value. 
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0 = 4C and 6', (d) 3,0 = 4*and 6° (e) v = 4, 0 = 4° and 6° in SMF-28 fibre. 
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Figure 4.10: The transmission spectrum of a TFBG in the SMF-28 fibre with a tilted 

angle# = 4°and simulated AC coupling constant 2gvm_u / ct(z) for core and cladding 

modes with v = 1 and 2 in the SMF-28 fibre. 

Fig. 4.10 shows the transmission spectrum of one typical TFBG written in SMF-28 

fibre with 4° tilted angle and the simulated coupling constant for a SMF 28 fibre. From 

Fig. 4.10(a), we can see that simulation result is a good match to the resonance 

wavelength and the peak value of the cladding modes. The ghost mode region is show n in 

detail in the of Fig. 4.10(b), the ghost mode resonance has a much broader bandwidth 

than other cladding mode resonances as the ghost mode resonance is formed by several 

cladding modes HEVi„ and EHV„, for boih odd and even a/imuthal number v while other 

cladding mode resonances are formed by cladding modes with either odd azimuthal 
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number or even azimuthal number. As shown in Fig. 4.10(b), the ghost mode is mainly 

formed by HE2!, HE22 and EII2! cladding modes. 
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Figure 4.11: The transmission spectrum of a TFBG in the SMF-28 fibre with a tilted 

angle 9 = 4°and simulated AC coupling constant 2gvm_], i <j(z) for core and cladding 

modes with V = 1 and 2 in the SMF-28 fibre. 

Away from the ghost mode or in case where there is no ghost mode, the cladding 

mode resonances form by set of cladding modes with odd a/.imulhal number v have 

larger resonance strength than those are formed by even azimuthal number v. This show.-, 

in the ransmission spectrum: the nearby Jadding resonance are one strong, one weak 

alternatively. The strong one is formed by HE|in/EH i„., rIE?m/HEi,„. • • •, and the weak one 

is formed by HE2,„/EH2:„, HE4„,/ML.i„1, •••. If there is a jhost mocic in the transmission 

spectrum, then in the low order cladding mode region, tin. Judding mode resonances 

with even aziinuthai number v have large; resonance -4rengfh than those a c formed b> 
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odd azimuthal number v as shown in Fig. 4.11. Each coupling constant of the cladding 

modes shown in Fig. 4.11 is a superposition of four cladding modes: (i) for odd azimuthal 

number v , it is superposition of HE|m/EH|m/HE3m/EH3,n modes at the resonance 

wavelength of HEi„„ and (ii) for even azimuthal numbers, it is a superposition of 

HE2m/EH2„1/HE2I,1/EH2m modes at the resonance wavelength of HE2,„. The coupling 

constant of the core mode shown in Fig. 4.10 is much larger than for the other cladding 

modes, but the cladding mode resonances are formed by a superposition of several 

cladding modes, therefore the total cladding mode resonance peak can be much larger 

than the core resonance such as ghost mode or comparable with the core mode resonance 

as other cladding mode resonances seen in the TFBG spectrum of Fig. 4.1J. 

c) Case 3 

Fig. 4.12 shows the coupling constant with different azimuthal numbers and tilted angle 

0 for a SMF 28 fibre with a 20 nm gold coating and immersed in water. The fibre 

parameters are: //, = 1.4504 , n2  = 1.444024 .  //., = 0.55 -  j\ 1.5 ,  n4  - 1.33 ,  /; = 4.15 jum , 

r2  =62.5 /vm, =62.52 urn ((I = 20 nm ), and A = 1.55 //m . The cladding modes in u 

fibre with a thin metal coating can show some plasmon mode characteristics. When the 

cladding modes show plasmon mode characteristics, they have strong fk grounding 

the metal surfaces which means that the plasmon mode will show icEryc io.ss compared 

with other cladding modes. From Fig. 4.12 wc can see the maximum Jo1-- nappen ric.u 

1497 nm which is 53nm away from the Bragg wavelength 1550 nm. As v\c vx. ix 

coupling constants at !4^7 nm arc very small with the lilt angle of 4' and 6 . .i lar.u 
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tilted angle such as 10° is needed lor TFBG, to have a larger coupling constant in the 

plasmon mode region. From that, we can see that for index sensing purposes we can 

design the TFBG with specific angles for different index sensing regions. The larger the 

surrounding refractive index is, the smaller the tilt angle. Similarly as in the case for 

FBG, comparing with the SMF-28 without a gold coating (Fig. 4.9), the maximum 

coupling constant is reduced by more than 20%. 
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Figure 4.12: AC coupling constant 2gvm^u / a(z) for cladding modes (a) HEim modes: 

9 = 0°, 4"and 6°, (b) EH|m modes: 0 = 0°, 4°and 6°, (c) HE2mmodes: # = 4°and 6",(d) 

EH2„, modes: 0 = 4°and 6°, in SMF-28 fibre with 20 nm gold coating and n4=1.33. 

d) Case 4 

Fig. 4.13 (a) shows the experiment result of a 6° TFBG with a 15 nm gold coating 

immersed in a sucrose solution with nu= 1.4378 [45]. It is clear that strong resonances in 

the )„p region are low loss cladding mode resonances formed surrounded by the leaky 

mode resonances on the low wavelength side and plasmon mode resonances on the high 

wavelength side. Both leaky modes and plasmon modes show large loss. The plasmon 

resonances arc very weak and their resonance wavelength is hard to track accurately. Fig. 

4.13 (b) shows the simulation results for a 6° TFBG with 20 nm gold coating with 

ns=1.415. As we can see from Fig. 4.13 (b), the coupling constant of plasmon modes do 

not show much difference with those of other cladding modes even with the low loss 
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cladding mode resonances in >„P region. Therefore the small resonance amplitude of the 

plasmon modes shown in the transmission spectrum is mainly due to the heavy loss of the 

plasmon modes. It is very clear that the low loss cladding mode resonances in XP are 

formed by those cladding modes before the cutoff. As the mode cutoff is directly related 

with the effective index of the mode and SRI, as the SRI increases, the cladding mode 

resonances in the higher wavelength will show decreasing loss characteristics and the 

wavelengths of the high amplitude resonances linearly increase with SRI. Fig. 4.13 (c) 

shows HE|„,/EHim cladding mode loss ei.velope with the different SRIs. As we can see 

the wavelength of the plasmon mode loss shift towards the red as the SRI increases. The 

plasmon mode resonance wavelength shift is close to linear. 
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Figure 4.13: (a) The transmission spectrum of TFBG with a 15 nm gold coating immersed 

in a sucrose solution with n»=1.4378 [451, (b) AC coupling constant 2gvm_u /<7(z) and 

mode propagation loss for cladding HE|m with 0=6° and ns=1.415, (c) Mode loss envelope of 

HElm modes with different SRI. 
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Fig. 4.14 (a) shows the simulated plasmon mode resonance peak shifts with the SRI. 

Comparing with the experiment result of low loss cladding mode resonances of shown 

in Fig. 4.14 (b) [45], the slope is about 10% difference. As we can see that A,p is about 

10% higher index sensitivity than plasmon mode resonance, and their resonances are 

relatively easier to track than the plasmon mode resonance. Therefore the low loss 

cladding mode resonances shown in the transmission spectrum of TFBG with a thin gold 

coating not only take the advantage of plasmon mode for its high index sensitivity, but 

also shows the easy way to tracking. It is a realiy good candidate for high index 

sensitivity biomedical sensor applications. 
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Figure 4.14: (a) Simulated dependence of the plasmon peak wavelength (Xpiasmon) and 

corresponding cladding mode effective index on the SRI, (b) measured dependence of the 

resonance peak wavelength (Aj>) and corresponding cladding mode effective index on the 

refractive index of thj external medium at 589 nm (n») [45]. 

4.5 Discussions 

The transmission spectrum envelope and each core and cladding mode resonance 

wavelength of FBG and TFBG can be predicted by calculating the core and cladding 

mode coupling conslants, but exact resonance strength and transmission spectrum need to 

solved by couplcd mode equations. For a weak FBG, due to the narrow bandwidth (~0.1 

nm) of cladding mode resonances and large cladding mode resonance wavelength 

separations from 0.3 nm to 1.6 nm, then we can keep only the closest resonances in 

simulations and only two mode couplings: the core nude and one cladding mode closest 

to the resonance wavelength. A closed form solution is available [20] of Eq. (4.8) for the 

transmission spcctrum of uniform gratings. If the grating is not uniform or not weakly 
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modulated, then Eq. (4.8) needs to be solved by numerical methods. One widely used is 

Runge-Kutta method [40]. 

For the TFBG, because each cladding mode resonance is formed by several cladding 

modes they have the azimuthal number v either odd ( v = l, 3,5--- ) or even 

(v = 2,4,6-••), so the two mode coupling equation and its solution can not be used for 

TFBG spectrum simulations and the Runge-Kutta method is needed. 

Leaky mode resonances in TFBG with a thin layer gold coating show a big difference 

with those in TFBG without a thin layer gold coating. Leaky mode resonances in fibres 

without metal coating normally show heavy loss and very large resonance bandwidth and 

the high order leaky modes decay fast. However when the fibre has a metal coating, leaky 

mode resonances have a similar bandwidth as other guided cladding mode resonances. 

Further exploring those leaky mode characteristics may bring a new set of sensors, but 

more analytical work needs to be done to better understand the mechanism inside. 

As we see that the cladding mode resonances can be distributed over more than 30 

nm wavelength span in the transmission spectrum of TFBG, the wavelength dependent 

material dispersions of Si02 and Ge-SiCb cannot be ignored in the coupling constant 

calculations and transmission spectrum simulations for high order cladding modes. We 

will discuss it in detail in the next Chapter. 

4.6 Summary 

In this Chapter, the mode coupling between core and cladding modes with or without a 

small tilt angle are analyzed. New formulations for calculating the coupling constant are 
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derived. The numerical results are compared with the literature and good agreement is 

obtained. The coupling constants of SMF 28 fibre are well matched with the 

experimental results. By simply calculating the coupling constants we can predict the 

FBG spectrum characteristics. The effect of the fibre core radius in FBG and TFBG is 

discussed. For TFBG, the tilt angle effect for the transmission envelope is discussed as 

well. The SMF-28 fibre with a thin gold coating is analyzed and calculated in detail. 

Some cladding modes in SMF-28 fibre with a thin gold coating show plasmon mode 

characteristics and they are very interesting for biosensor applications. This work 

provides a very useful tool to analyze and understand what and why the specific spectrum 

character happens in such kind of structure. Therefore it can help designing new types of 

TFBG and FBG for high sensitivity index sensor and use them for biomedical sensor 

purposes. 
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Chapter 5 

Sensing Characteristics of Core and Cladding Modes in 

Single Mode Fibres 

5.1 Introduction 

Fibre Bragg grating (FBG) sensors have a wide range of applications such as pressure-

strain sensors, temperature sensors, micro-bending sensors and external refractive index 

sensors [8-13]. As these optical sensors are inherently immune from electromagnetic 

interference and chemically inert, they are very attractive in bio-chemical applications 

and hazardous surroundings. 

The sensing mechanism most often used in FBGs arises from the fact that the 

reflection wavelength for the forward propagating core mode varies linearly with 

temperature and strain. Since the wavelength can be measured with an accuracy of 10 

pm relatively easily near 1550 nm, this represents a relative resolution of about 6 ppm. A 

variant of the sanx3 concept uses so-called Long Period Gratings (LPG) where coupling 

occurs between the forward propagating core mode and forward propagating cladding 

modes. In this case, the sensitivity of the resonance wavelength to perturbations can be 

greatly enhanced for some of (he cladding modes. Furthermore, since LPGs involve 

cladding modes there has been great inteiest in using these for refractive index sensing by 
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immersing the fibres in the medium to be measured. Special absorbing coatings can also 

be used to detect chemicals or liquids through the refractive index changes (or volume 

changes) induced in the coatings. However, the spectral response of LPG resonances is 

rather broad (width greater than 10 nm) making high accuracy measurements of small 

wavelength changes more difficult than with FBGs. Ideally, such refractive index 

sensors should be able to distinguish different kinds of perturbations, and insensitivity to 

temperature is often particularly desirable. A problem with both FBG and LPG sensors is 

that they are intrinsically quite sensitive to temperature, with resonance wavelengths 

drifting by about 10 pm/°C, unless special bulky packaging is used to athermalize the 

device. In order to circumvent this problem in refractive index sensors, devices 

proposed so far have involved combination of gratings in one sensor such as two different 

types of fibre Bragg gratings [9], two fibre Bragg gratings with different cladding 

diameters [49] and a long period grating (LPG) with a Bragg grating [50]. In such cases, 

the differential sensitivity of the two gratings to temperature and the desired measurand is 

used to discriminate between the two perturbations. 

In this Chapter, we propose and demonstrate a single weakly tilted fibre Bragg 

grating (TFBG) sensor which performs the same function as a double FBG sensor or as a 

LPG-FBG combination. In the TFBG, both a core mode resonance and several cladding 

mode resonances appear simultaneously as shown in Fig. 5.1. This has several 

advantages. The cladding mode resonances are sensitive to the external environment 

(refractive index, deposited layer thicknesses, etc.) and to physical changes in the whole 

fibre cross-section (shear strains arising from bending for instance), while the core mode 
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(Bragg) resonance is only sensitive to axial strain and temperature. We will show that the 

temperature dependence of cladding modes is similar to that of the core modes, sc that 

the effect of temperature can be removed from the cladding mode resonance by 

monitoring the wavelength difference between the cor? mode resonance and selected 

cladding mode resonances. Using this technique, a temperature-independent strain and 

surrounding refractive index (SRI) sensor can be made. 
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Figure 5.1: (a) TFBG schematic; (b) the transmission spectrum of a TFBG. 

Another feature which may constitute an advantage of the TFBG over the LPG to 

couple to cladding modes is that the resonances are as narrow as those of a FBG, i.e. of 

the order of a few hundred pin, instead of several tens of nm for LPGs. Therefore, 

wavelength interrogation for TFBG occurs over narrow wavelength ranges and makes it 

possible to use commonly available light sources, detectors, couplers and multiplexers. 

In particular, a typical entire TFBG spectrum fits easily within the standard 

telecommunication bands (1530-1560 nm). The concept of using cladding mode 

resonances from a TFBG was originally proposed by Laffont and Ferdinand [23] but their 
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scheme was limited to monitor the envelope of the resonances as the SRI changes and did 

not use the core mode resonance for self-referencing with regards to temperature. Our 

approach is the first in the world to make use of the resonance positions and/or strengths 

individually, which allows us to extract multiple sensing parameters from a single sensor. 

To be precise, a multi-functional sensor can be developed by monitoring several cladding 

mode resonances (or groups of resonances) which have different sensitivities to the 

external environment changes. For instance, bending affects mainly low order cladding 

modes [10], while SRI increases affect higher ordei cladding modes preferentially [23], 

and neither perturbation affects the core mode resonance. 

5.2 Experimental Conditions 

5.2.1 Fabrications of FBGs and TFBGs 

The experimental FBGs and TFBGs are written in hydrogen-loaded CORNING SMF-28 

fibres using 193nm ArF excimer laser light or 248nm KrF excimer laser light with a 

phase mask to generate the grating pattern. The setup for writing TFBGs is shown in Fig. 

5.2. In this configuration, the internal tilt angle 0 of the grating planes can be calculated 

from the mask tilt angle a by applying Snell's law of refraction at the air-glass interface 

of the fibre. The resonance wavelengths of the Bragg and cladding modes are 

determined by the projection of the grating period of the mask used on the ilbie axis and 

on the effective indices of each mode. 
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Figure 5.2: The top view of setup for TFBG written 

5.2.2 The Transmission Spectrum Characteristics of FBG and TFBG in Single 

Mode Fibres 

Fig. 5.3 shows transmission and reflection spectra of a FBG and a TFBG written in a 

SMF-28 fibre without/with a tilt angle 0=4° using 193nm ArF excimer laser light. From 

Fig. 5.3 (a) we can see that the cladding mode resonances are very weak comparing with 

the core mode (Bragg) resonance, as we analyzed in Chapter 4. In most of 

telecommunication applications, suppressing the cladding mode resonances are desired 

foi a clear FBG transmission spectrum; in sensor application, the core mode resonance in 

transmission and reflection spectra are widely used for temperature and strain sensor, and 

an array of FBGs is also widely used for structure health monitoring, it is possible to 

track the cladding resonances in a FBG for sensor applications, but it is unpopular 

because the cladding mode resonances are too weak. 
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Figure 5.3: The transmission spectra of FBG and 4° tilted FBGs written in SMF-28 single 

mode fibres: (a) FBG, (b) TFBG written by 248nm KrF excimer laser light; (b) TFBG 

written by 193nm ArF excimer laser light. 

Fig. 5.3 (b) shows the transmission spectrum of the TFBG written in a SMF-28 fibre with 

tilt angle 0=4° by 248 nm KrF excimer laser light. The 4° tilt angle was chosen to make 

the Bragg resonance and the maximum cladding mode resonance have similar resonance 

amplitude. When the tilt angle increases, the Bragg resonance amplitude reduces and the 

maximum cladding mode resonance increases and shift to low wavelength region. Now 

the cladding resonance strength is comparable with the core mode resonance strength. An 

important feature of the small tilt angle is the presence of a strong "ghost mode" 

resonance, immediately to the left of the Bragg resonance. This ghost mode is made up 

of several low order cladding modes as we discussed in previous Chapter. The ghost 

mode is known to be very sensitive to bending [51], but very little to outside refractive 
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index [52]. The spectrum of the shorter wavelength region, which is about 23 nm away 

from the core resonance shows that in this region the cladding resonances become double 

peaked. This is due to the fact that for higher order cladding modes, the fields are less 

confined in cladding layer and therefore the degeneracies of the LP mode approximations 

are split up into individual full vectorial modes of the fibre. The inset of Fig. 5.3(b) 

shows the transmission spectrum of the short wavelength region in detail. Fig5.3(c) 

shows the transmission spectrum of the TFBG written in a SMF-28 fibre with tilt angle 

0=4° by 193 nm ArF excimer laser light, which shows more high order cladding mode 

resonances. It can be clearly seen that for cladding mode resonances 30nm away from 

Bragg resonance, triple peaks appear 

The TFBGs can be simulated by a commercially available optical fibre and 

waveguide grating simulation software: The OptiGrating [43] program, which is based on 

coupled-mode theory [20]. For a 3 layer step-index single mode fibre such as SMF-28, 

this software solves the LP modes analytically. The material dispersion is available for 

tilted gratings in this CAD tool, but it requires a very long simulation time. The TFBG 

simulation without including material dispersion shows large differences from the 

experimental result in the high order cladding mode (low wavelength) region. Therefore, 

for the TFBG the material dispersion must be included in the simulation for accurately 

analyzing the high order cladding mode resonance peaks. The simulation and experiment 

results are shown in Fig. 5.4. From Fig. 5.4, we can see that if the material dispersion is 

not including in the simulation, the high order cladding mode resonances show a large 

"walk off' with the experimental result. By including the material dispersion, the 
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simulation result shows perfect matches for most of the cladding mode resonance peaks 

except the double peaked ones. As the LP modes can not simulate the double and triple 

peaked cladding mode resonances, the hybrid modes must be used. 
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Figure 5.4: The experimental and simulated transmission spectrum of 4° tilted FBG 

Fig. 5.5 shows the simulation result obtained by using hybrid modes and the comparison 

with the experiment result. From Fig. 5.5, it can be seen that hybrid cladding mode 

resonances do show the same double peaked structure as the experimental ones. 

However, the double peaked resonance amplitudes for individual peaks are not exactly 

matched with experimental ones. This could be caused by the following facts: (i) the corc 

and cladding may not be perfect circular as the simulation assumed, (ii) having cladding 

modes with different azimuthal mode number v (v=l, 2, 3 •••), (iii) the effect of ignoring 
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the longitudinal coupling coefficients [22J. The experiment also shows that the dual 

peaked resonance amplitudes for individual peaks are very sensitive to small 

perturbations (temperature, strain and surrounding refractive index). 
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Figure 5.5: The simulated transmission spectrum by using hybrid modes and the 

experimental transmission spectrum of 4° tilted FBG 

Therefore, the LP modes can be used to simulate the coupling between the core mode 

and cladding modes accurately within a 20 nm span from the Bragg resonance. More 

than 20 nm away from the Bragg resonance the hybrid modes need to be used to analyze 

the cladding mode resonances of TFBGs. Double peaked cladding mode resonances can 

be simulated with hybrid modes and results are well matched with the experiment except 

for the individual peak amplitudes. When analyzing the high order cladding mode 

resonances of TFBG, the material dispersion effect can not be ignored and must be 

included in simulations. By accurately analyzing the higher order cladding mode 
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resonances with double or triple peaks, the tracking of higher order cladding mode 

resonances is facilitated, and these modes have the largest differential strain and index 

sensitivities relative to the core modes. A better understanding of these higher order 

mode resonances will extend the range and sensitivity of strain and refractive index 

measurements by helping to accurately track those cladding mode resonance peaks. 

5.2.3 Polarization Dependence of the SMF-28 Mode Resonances 

The tilted angle in fibre core of TFBG makes it inevitably strongly polarization 

dependent. The doped core exposure to the excimer laser light when TFBGs are written 

also increase the non-uniformity in the cross-section of the core area. Fig. 5.6 shows the 

)L of the core and cladding mode resonances. It can be seen from Fig. 5.6 that the PDL 

of each mode is dependent not only on the resonance peak amplitude, but the position as 

well, for example the ghost mode has the largest resonance amplitude but not the largest 

PDL. The TFBG written by the 193 nm ArF excimer laser light has much larger PDL 

than the one written by 248 nm KrF excimer laser light. The PDL difference could be 

caused by an unknown difference in the photosensitive mechanisms for the two types of 

irradiation. Fig. 5.7 further demonstrates the core and cladding modes polarization 

dependence characteristics but measure the transmission spectra of TFBG in SMF-28 

fibres with different polarization states, where SI is circular polarization, S2 is 0° linear 

polarization, S3 is 90° linear polarization and the S4 is -45° linear polarization. From the 

insets of Fig. 5.7, the corc mode, the ghost mode and low order cladding mode do not 

show any strong polarization state dependence, because their fields are more confined in 

the fibre corc region: most of the light is confined in a small area. For high order cladding 
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modes, most of the light is confined in an area with a large radius, and much more in the 

vicinity of the outer cladding layer and surrounding media comparing with the low order 

cladding modes. Therefore the high order cladding modes are more sensitive to the 

cladding diameter uniformity as well as to any perturbations whe the measurement is 

going on such as temperature and vibration perturbations. The JDSU SWS-OMNI-2 

swept wavelength system that is used for measuring transmission spectra has a resolution 

of ±3 pm. It takes several minutes to do a full polarization state measurement, and any 

perturbations in this period will show in transmission spectra. 

Transmission 
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Figure 5.6: The PDLS of core and cladding modes: (a) TFBG written by 248nm KrF 

excimer laser light; (b) TFBG written by 193nm ArF excimer laser light. 
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Figure 5.7: The Transmission Spectra of FBGs in PCF with Different Polarization States: 

(a) TFBG written by 248nm KrF excimer laser light; (b) TFBG written by 193nm ArF 

excimer laser light. 
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5.3 Analysis of Core and Cladding Mode Sensitivities of SMF-28 Fibres 

in TFBG with External Perturbations 

As is well known, the Bragg reflection and cladding mode resonance 

wavelengths Xtt and Xdud of TFBG are determined by a phase-matching condition and can 

be expressed as follows [51]: 

An = 2nJfK / cos 6 (5.1) 

Kuni = (K/f + Ku,a)AI cos 0 (5.2) 
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where ncff, n'efJ and n'claJ are the effective indices of the core mode at Xn and the core 

mode and the ith cladding mode at A l̂aJ respectively, and A and 9 are the period and the 

internal tilt angle of the TFBG . 

5.3.1 Strain Perturbations of TFBG 

For weakly TFBG, If we consider the wavelength shifts AXB and AX[ l aJ  caused by axial 

strain changes (Af) only, the equations (5.1) and (5.2) can be written as follows [53]: 

AZ„ = 
r  2ncJ f  0A 2A dn t , f f  \ 

As (5.3) 

A4L/ = 

cos# ds cos# de 

(neff,core + 11 ef .clad ) 3A A ^ (11 ef .core + 11 if .clad ) ̂  
Ae (5.4) 

cos# ds cos# de 

Eqs (5.3) and (5.4) can be written as follows [53]: 

AAB = ZB{\-Pll)Ae * (5.5) 

-p'ru)te (5-6) 

1 dn i ; f f  ] 3(n' +n' l ad) 
Where pB = —J— and p[ l d  = — are photoelastic coefficients 

lleff ntff +nM ^ 

for core (Bragg) mode and the ith cladding modes respectively, which may be calculated 

through core and cladding refractive index changes by 

Sn = 0.5*n3[p l 2-v(p l l  - p l 2)]Se (5.7) 

where /?,, and p l2 represent the component of strain-optic tensor, vis Poisson's ratio 

and n is the core or cladding refractive index. The high order cladding modes have 
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smaller effective indices and hence will have larger photoelastic coefficients than the core 

mode if the partial derivatives of all the effective indices with respect to a global strain 

change on the fibre are similar. From Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) and noting that AB > A!cUlJ and 

Pn < P'dud f°r high order cladding modes, we obtain: 

AlB = Ab (1 - pB) As > XdaJ (1 - pB) As > A',ad  (1 - p'M) As = AA',ad  (5.8) 

So the Bragg peak should have a larger wavelength shift than the high order cladding 

mode resonances. 

5.3.2 Temperature Perturbations of TFBG 

If v/e consider the Bragg and cladding mode wavelength shifts AAn and AA!ctad caused 

by temperature changes ( AT ) only, from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) the wavelength 

shifts AAn and AA^(iJ can be written as follows: 

H = ' Z A dn" 1 2 
cos# dT cos6dT 

AT* (5.9) 

A ^{neff .core ne/f.chid) ( 
n

eff.core llcff .dad 
+ 

cos# dT cos# dT 
AT (5.10) 

5.3.3 Surrounding Refractive Index Perturbations of TFBG 

Consider the Bragg and cladding mode wavelength shifts (AXn  and A/L('.w) caused by 

surrounding refractive index ( Ans ) changes only, from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) the 

wavelength shifts A?^nand A?C(lad can be written as follows: 
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AXB = 
A d'l >i1 + 2- 'V/ 

cos# 3/i, cos#3/2. 
An. 

A .tore ^eff.clad j t 
llejf .t ore ,leff .clad 3 A 

1 
cos# 3/i cos# 3n. 

An. 

100 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

Due to 3A/3ns = 0, and noting that dneff /dns = Oand dn'eff /3ns =0 for the standard 

single mode telecommunication fibres such as CORNING SMF-28 fibres, we obtain: 

AXU =0 

ml, = A -<*. 
cos # 3«. 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

This gives out the obvious result that only the cladding mode resonance wavelength 

shifts depend on the surrounding refractive index perturbations and that this dependence 

is scaled by the dispersion of the cladding mode effective index with the outside index. 

Therefore the Bragg and cladding mode wavelength shifts (A/^andAA^) caused by 

strain, temperature and SRI perturbations can be written as follows: 

2 3 A  2 A  9 « , / /  '  

cos # de cos # 3f 
Ae+ 

A | 2 ",rt dA 

cos# 3T cos#3T 
AT (5.15) 

^klad ~ 

+ 

(n4f + ) d A ^ A ^ ("<•// + nciad) 

cos # 3^ cos # 3f: 

A d (<// + 'ilad ) , K/f + Kn,d 3A 

As 

cos # 37' cos# 3r 
AT* + A ^ An 

cos# 3/z. 

(5.16) 
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5.4 The Sensitivity of the Core and Cladding Modes of SMF-28 Fibres 

5.4.1 Differential Strain Sensitivity of TFBG 

The characterization of the strain sensitivity of individual resonances was carried out by 

stretching a grating rigidly bonded to two micrometric translation stages. The distance 

between the stages is 65-78 cm. The resolution of the fiber length stretch is 2.45x10" cm 

which corresponds to the 29-38 ps. Fig. 5.8 shows the relative wavelength shifts of 

cladding resonances with respect to the Bragg resonance when longitudinal strain is 

applied to a TFBG in standard SMF-28 fibre with cladding diameter d=125[im and 0=4° 

(a) written by 193nm excimer laser; and (b) written by 248nm excimer laser light. It can 

be seen for the strain perturbations that there 
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Figure 5.8: The transmission spectrum of 4° tilted FBG and differential wavelength shifts 

due to strain changes: (a) written by 193 nm ArF excimer laser light; (b) written by 248 nm 

KrF excimer laser light. 

are 3 differential wavelength shift regions. First, the ghost mode region appears to be 

sensitive to external strain perturbations with some low order cladding modes having 

negative relative wavelength shifts (i.e. cladding modes shift more than th* core mode). 

For higher order modes, further than 20 nm from the Bragg resonance, the results become 

irregular because the cladding mode resonances have double- and triple-peaked 

resonances which are difficult to follow reliably over large shifting ranges. If the same 

individual peak of a multi-peak resonance could be followed unambiguously, then it is 
i« 

likely that the differential wavelength shift should continue to be linear in that region of 

the spectrum. Finally, between 5 nm and 20 nm from the Bragg resonance there is a 

wavelength region where the differential wavelength shift grows very linearly with mode 
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order and with strain. This region of the spectrum will be the most useful for temperature 

independent strain sensors. 
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Figure 5.9: Differential wavelength shift of individual resonances for 4° tilted FBGs written 

by ArF and KrF excimer laser light 

Fig. 5.9 gives the comparison of the differential strain sensitivity of two 4° tilted FBG 

sensors written in SMF-28 single mode fibre by 193 nm ArF excimer and by 248 nm KrF 

excimer laser light respectively for a high strain value in each case (3702 [xs and 3855 

JAS). Apart from irregular regions at both ends of the mode spectra in each case, the 

TFBG written at 193 nm shows a much larger differential strain. This result points to a 

yet unknown difference in the photosensitive mcchanisms for the two types of irradiation. 

One hypothesis is that it has been shown previously that 193 nm irradiation of similar 

fibres to those used in this study causes significant compaction of the glass (more so than 
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using 248 nm irradiation). This change in the physical structure of the glass could be 

sufficient to modify the photo-elastic coefficients pn and p,2 and hence the differential 

strain sensitivity of the TFBGs [54]. 
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Figure 5.10: The relative wavelength shift of LP1 26 mode to LP0 1 mode for different 

strains with maximum temperature error 

Fig. 5.10 shows the experimental and analytical results for the differential wavelength 

shift of mode LP( 26 which has a resonance wavelength -1530 nm relative to the LP0| 

resonance as a function of strain corresponding to Fig. 5.8(b). The error bars on the 

experimental result reflect the maximum temperature error ~±6pm for ~80°C temperature 

change that is observed in the wavelength shift region that shows regular behaviour. The 

analytical result is obtained by Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6), where the partial derivatives of all the 

effective indices with respect to strain have been replaced by the value for bulk silica, 

obtained from Eq. (5.7) with pu=0.121 and pi2=0.27, and Poisson's ratio v=0.1720. It 
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can be seen that even with this approximation, the analytical and experimental results are 

in a good agreement (the small remaining difference reflecting the effect of the doping 

materials and waveguide dispersion on the partial derivatives making up Eqs. (5.5) and 

(5.6)). 

5.4.2 Differential Temperature Sensitivity of TFBG 

We now demonstrate experimentally that the temperature sensitivity can be factored out 

of the measurements by using the differential wavelength shift (with the Bragg resonance 

as reference). The temperature sensitivity of the differential wavelength shift of cladding 

modes relative to the core mode wavelength shift is shown in Fig. 5.11 for the same 

TFBGs shown in Fig. 5.8. The temperature measurement was in a temperature-controlled 

oven which has a resolution of 0.1 °C. To reduce the oven fan effect in gratings and 

increase the temperature uniformity, the fiber with TFBG was within a rectangular 

aluminum tube. The experimental results show that within the temperature range from -

10 °C to 70 °C, the relative cladding mode shifts are less than ± 12pm or equivalent to an 

apparent ± 1.2 °C drift in over -80 "C of temperature variation (except for the short 

wavelength region) for both TFBGs. Therefore, within this uncertainty and this 

temperature range at least, a temperature insensitive sensor can be made by monitoring 

the relative core and cladding mode wavelength shifts in the transmission spectrum. 
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Figure 5.11: The transmission spectrum of 4" tilted FBG and differential! wavelength shift 

due to the temperature changes: (a) written by 193nm ArF excimer laser lightll; (b) 

written by 248nm KrF excimer laser light. 

Fig. 5.12 shows how a single cladding resonance wavelength (near 1536 nm) shifts 

with respect to strain and temperature. From the results, we can see that the differential 
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wavelength shift increases almost linearly as the strain increases, while the differential 

wavelength shift due to the temperature changes is within ± 12 pm in a range of 80 °C. 

The strain sensitivity of the differential wavelength shift is 49 nm/'unit strain (0.049 

pm/(ie), while the temperature sensitivity of the same resonance is approximately 0.3 

pm/°C with some degree of randomness. If we interrogate this resonance without 

independent knowledge of temperature, the error due to temperature fluctuations 

corresponds to an uncertainty of ±250 fic. 
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the differential wavelength shifts of a single cladding mode 

resonance for a 4° tilted FBG at wavelength ~1536nm due to strain and temperature 

perturbations 

5.4.3 Surrounding Refractive Index Sensitivity 

The experimental TFBG used was written by KrF cxcimei laser light with 6° tilt angle, 

its transmission spectrum measured in air is shown in Fig. 5.13. The first set of results 

pertains to the measurement of sugar water solutions. The Fig. 5.14 (a) and (b) present 
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the TFBG overlapped spectra for several values of (refractive index measured at 589 

nm with an Abbe refractometer) ranging from 1.377 to 1.43 in sugar water solutions. 

There is a notable shift of the high order cladding modes while lower order modes and 

the Bragg resonance are not affected. The resonance shown in Fig. 5.14 (b) is located 

about 15 nm away from the Bragg resonance. It is clear that this cladding mode 

resonance shifts by amounts that are easily measurable (with respect to the width of the 

resonance, -100 pm FWHM). This single resonance can be used to measure media with 

no values between 1.0 and above 1.43 without ambiguity from neighbouring resonances 

since the spacing between resonance is larger than 600 pm while the resonance shifts by 

500 pm over this range of no. If we now plot the relative resonance position (with 

respec. to A,u) as a function of n^ shown in Fig. 5.15, we see that there is a one-to-one 

relationship between SRI and resonance shift (another resonance located near 17 nm 

away from the Bragg resonance was used here). A seventh-order polynomial fit of the 

experimental results can be used as a calibration to correlate the measured wavelength 

shift with nD. However, the sensitivity is quite poor for low values of SRI (20 pm/RIU 

near nD=1.38) and increases dramatically as the SRI approaches the value at which this 

particular cladding mode becomes cut-off (3900 pm/RIU near no= 1.43). This sensitivity 
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Figure 5.14: (a) Several measurements with various refractive indices of the outer medium, 

near the Bragg resonance, (b) Same spectra as (a) but zooming in on a particular resonance 

near 1535.5 nm 

increase near cut-off is typical of all sensii.g mechanisms that rely on the penetration of 

the evanescent field of the cladding modes into the outer medium [55]. However, this is 

where the TFBG configuration becomes advantageous since one can select different 

resonances of the same sensor, depending on the refractive index range of intersst, to 

achieve the highest sensitivity. If the refractive index range of a particular situation is not 

known beforehand, then a simple pattern analysis of «**he transmission spectrum 

(compared to a stored transmission spectrum in air or in pure water) will reveal 

immediately which modes approach cut-off and where the measuring wavelength 

window should be located relative to the Bragg wavelength (for maximum sensitivity). 

By contrast, with an LPG-based sensor only a few (and generally only one or two) 

cladding modes are visible in a measurement window covering several hundred nm. In 
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such cases a new sensor design (grating period) is required to optimize the sensitivity 

over different refractive index regions. 

7 th ord er  polynomial  f i t  

1 37 1 38 1 39 1 40 1 41 1 42 1 43 1 44 

Refractive index of sugar solution at 539 nm 

Figure 5.15: Experimental shift in the distance of a cladding mode resonance from the 

Bragg wavelength as a function of the refractive index of a sugar solution at 589 nm. 

Further tests were carried out with calibrated liquids to demonstrate how 

quantitatively we can predict theoretically the refractive index sensitivity of several mode 

resonances and also to find out the temperature cross-sensitivity of our sensors. Fig. 5.16 

shows the comparison between predicted and measured differential wavelength shifts as a 

function of surrounding refractive index for various cladding mode orders. The cladding 

modes are identified here by the value of (A,b_^c) measured when the grating is in air (i.e. 

the original distance of the resonance from the Bragg wavelength irrespective of the 
r 

mode identity and symmetry). The predicted shifts (solid lines) were obtained with a 

commercially available software package [43] using the refractive index profile and 

geometry of the standard fibre used. The fibre parameter used are: core radius = 4.15 

|xm, cladding radius = 62.5 [im, ntorc= 1.450699, nLia(i= 1.444024, both at 1566 nm and 
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corrected for dispersion for other wavelengths, using the dispersion of pure silica as a 

guide and offsetting the dispersion curves to the refractive indices given ab jve for X = 

1566 nm. When experimental error is taken into account all the measurements agree with 

values predicted from the model. For .single measurements, we. use an error estimate of 

+/-12 pm for the exact value of the wavelength distance between a resonance and the 

Bragg wavelength relative to its value in air, to reflect an absolute uncertainty of at least 

3 pm on each wavelength measured. For some of the measurements shown in Fig. 1.16, 

five independent measurements were made with the same liquid, and the average value of 

the wavelength distance was calculated. In such cases the error estimate is provided by 

the standard deviation of the measurements. The standard deviation for these 

measurements never exceeded 3 pm. The uncertainty in the value of the refractive index 

is given as +/-0.0002 (at 589 nm) by Cargille. For longer wavelengths the supplier 

provides Cauchy coefficients to calculate the dispersion of the refractive index but with 

an added uncertainty of the order of 0.005. Our results seem to indicate that the actual 

uncertainty of the refractive index of the liquids is much smaller. 
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Figure 5.16: Change in wavelength separation from the Bragg wavelength for four different 

cladding modes as a function of the refractive index of calibrated liquids Filled symbols = 

experimental data at room temperature (23 °C); Open symbols = Experimental data at 50 

°C; Lines = simulations. 

In order to validate our claims of relative temperature independence, an additional 

o 

measurement was carried out at a temperature of 50 C (open circles on Fig. 5.16). When 

the thermo-oplic coefficient of the liquid (-3.41xlO"3/°C) is taken into account, the 

refractive index values obtained from the grating also fall on the expected curve. This 

indicates that the sensor was able to measure the true refractive index of the liquids 

(within error), even though all its wavelength resonances were shifted by about 265 pm 

due to the increase in temperature (+27 °C). The sensitivity of the SRI measurements 

(and simulations) reaches over 10000 pm/RIU for each of the resonances shown in Fig. 

5.16, corresponding to better than 10"4 refractive index sensitivity (RlU/pm) between 1.38 

and 1.43. The sensitivity calculated here for single resonance measurements (10"4/pm) 

obviously needs to be adjusted by the wavelength ro^ rement accuracy (about 10 pm 

for the relative shift) to yield an actual sensitivity closer to i0"^ in SRI in our 
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experiments. On the other hand, modern dedicated fibre grating interrogation equipment 

claims a wavelength measurement accuracy better than 1 pm [56], making 10~4 sensitivity 

a definite possibility. With such an instrument, we have achieved a repeatability of the 

measurement of the wavelength distance (standard deviation of successive measurements 

of a fixed experimental situation) of 0.6 pm. 

If there is a need for higher sensitivity at lower values of «cxt, there are two design 

modifications that can be used to do so. First, it is possible to generate even higher order 

mode resonances with the TFBG, so that accurate resonance measurements can be made 

further away from the Bragg resonance. This can be achieved with a larger tilt angle, as 

shown in Fig. 5.17 where cladding mode resonances as far away as 100 nm from the 

Bragg wavelength are observed for tilt angles near 10 degrees. These resonances have 

effective indices near 1.25 and hence allow high sensitivity measurements in this range of 

values of the SRI. With the grating shown in Fig. 5.17, we have achieved 11200 pm/RIU 

for a SRI near 1.31 by using the resonance at 1500 nm (see Fig. 5.19). The additional 

benefit of using resonances further away from the Bragg wavelength is that their spacing 

increases (to over 1200 pm in this case), thereby augmenting the range of unambiguous 

readings for the position of the resonance relative to its position in air (a similar effect 

occurs with reduced diameter cladding fibres [57] but require custom fabrication of the 

fibres or thinning methods lead to reduced mechanical strength). A second way to 

increase sensitivity in the lower index range is to use a thin layer of high index material 

on the cladding to increase the extent of the evanescent field of certain cladding modes 

into the outside medium. This may lead to an increased overlap and sensitivity to SRI 
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changes, as was shown in the case of LPGs [58,591. A major contrasting point between 

our TFBGs and devices based on LPGs, a large number of cladding modes is always 

available with a single grating device design, and that the exact wavelength of the Bragg 

resonance of the device is quite irrelevant (as well as the exact strength of the grating!). 

These relaxed tolerances ensure that the mass production of such devices at very low cost 

is definitely possible. 
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Figure 5.17: Experimental transmission spectrum of a TFBG with a tilt angle of 10 degrees, 

(>>iiragg = 1566.810 nm). 
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Figure 5.18: Shift of a resonance near 1500 nm for various external media (solid line: 

SRI=!.0, dotted line: SRI=1.3058, dashed line: SRI=1.3250, all values for 1500 nm)) 
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Finally, the availability of several resonances within a single sensor measurement 

provides not only the possibility of multimodal sensing but also a way to increase the 

measurement accuracy of a given sensing mechanism by averaging the result obtained 

with the shifts of many cladding modes simultaneously. Since any systematic 

wavelength error is already eliminated by the fact that we are measuring relative 

wavelength shifts, the wavelength errors associated with each resonance should be 

statistically independent. Taking the results of Fig. 5.17 as an example, we have four 

independent wavelength shift measurements for each value of SRI. We can calculate a 

predicted SRI from the simulation for each of these measurements, take the average and 

piot the results against the actual SRI as calculated from the supplier data and taking into 

account dispersion. The result is shown in Fig. 5.19. In spite of the fact that the supplier 

only guarantees +/-0.0052 accuracy on the refractive index of the liquids for wavelengths 

away from 589 nm, we obtain an excellent agreement between measured and expected 

values (as indicated by the slope of 0.999 and intercept of 5x10~4) as well as a very good 

correlation (R2=0.997). In fact, while the refractive index predictions from single 

measurements have errors ranging from -0.012 to +0.006, the errors obtained by 

averaging the predictions from 4 resonances range only from -0.0009 to 0.001. Even 

better results would be expected from a more sophisticated algorithm able to average the 

predictions of all the available resonances. 
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Figure 5.19: Measured refractive index from the average of the predictions based on the 

shifts of 4 resonances (-8 nm, -14 nm, -23 nm, and -28 nm) versus actual refractive index. 

For comparisons, refractometers based on LPGs will have sensitivities of the order of 

100-1000 nm/RIU with cross sensitivity to temperature of the order of 1 nm/°C and above 

for the absolute measurement of the wavelengths of resonances with bandwidths ranging 

from 10-100 nm [58-60]. In the best cases, the sensitivity divided by the resonance 

bandwidth is 100 (RIU)"1 for LPGs, exactly equivalent to our results since it is just as 

easy to monitor pm shifts of 100 pm resonances as it is to monitor nm shifts of 100 nm 

resonances (easier in a way because the required spectral range of the interrogation 

systems is much smaller) and the same sensitivity enhancement techniques [58-60] can 

be applied to TFBGs as tc LPGs. The only differences are that TFBGs have an inherent 

temperature monitoring channel (the Bragg resonance), and that they provide several 

measurements simultaneously to either achieve the highest sensitivity over several ranges 

of SRI, or to improve accuracy by averaging several measurements from a single sensor. 
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5.5 The Sensitivity of the Core and Cladding Modes of SMFs with 

Thinned Cladding Layer Thickness 

In order to enhance the external refractive index sensitivity of both FBG and LPG, 

thinned cladding layer thicknesses are preferred [20, 53]. In the case of TFBGs, the 

effect of reducing the cladding layer thickness for an external refractive index sensor is 

shown to increase the sensitivity substantially [10, 11]. In the work presented here, we 

report both experimental and analytical results on the differential strain and temperature 

sensitivities of cladding and core mode resonances in fibres with reduced cladding 

diameter. The fibres studied are a standard CORNING SMF-28 fibre etched to reduce its 

outer diameter to 50 jim, and a specially fabricated 50 p,m cladding layer diameter 

exj: Omental fibre (also from CORNING, and otherwise similar to SMF-28). 

5.5.1 Differential Strain and Temperature Sensitivities of TFBG 

The experimental TFBG sensors are all written in hydrogen-loaded CORNING SMF-28 

fibres and CORNING thin cladding layer experimental fibre by a 248 nm KrF excimer 

laser light and a phase mask to generate the grating pattern. Fig. 5.20 shows transmission 

spectra of three TFBG sensors: (a) the TFBG is written in a SMF-28 fibre with tilt angle 

0=4° (the same TFBG as shown in Fig. 5.8 (b)), (b) the TFBG is written in a CORNING 

experimental 50[im cladding layer diameter fibre with tilt angle 0=6", and (c) the TFBG 

is first written in a SMF-28 fibre with tilt angle 0=4°, then etched in 50% HF (water 
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Figure 5.20: The transmission spectra of weakly TFBG: (a) SMF-28 fibre d=125|Lim and 

8=4°; (b) Corning experimental thin cladding layer fibre d=50um and 0=6°; (c) Thin 

cladding layer by HF etching from SMF-28 fibre d=50|iim and 0=4°. 

solution) to 50 [im cladding layer diameter. It can be seen from Fig. 5.20 that the thinnei 

cladding layer thickness results in fewer cladding modes that are more widely separated 

in wavelength. This provides the added benefit that it becomes much easier to track 

individual resonances. One remarkable feature is that while cases b) and c) are nominally 

equivalent (apart from the tilt angle), the spectral quality of grating c) is much poorer 

(broader, poorly defined resonances, especially at shorter wavelengths). It is suspected 

that the poor spectral quality is caused by surface roughness remaining after the etching 

process, while fibre b) has the pristine surface of pulled fibre. 

Fig. 5.21 (a) shows the relative wavelength shifts of cladding resonances with respect 

to the Bragg resonance when longitudinal strain and temperature perturbations arc 
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applied to a TFBG in standard SMF-28 fibre with d=125 |im and 0=4°. It con be seen 

for the strain perturbation that there are 3 differential wavelength shift regions. First, 

within 5 nm from the Bragg resonance, the ghost mode appears to be very sensitive to 

external strain perturbations while other low order cladding modes have negative relative 

wavelength shifts. For higher order modes, further than 20 nm from the Bragg 

resonance, the results are quite irregular and there are several cladding modes with 

double peaked resonances which appear to have very large relative wavelength shifts. 

These irregular shifts may be due to improper peak tracking within the double peaks than 

to actual strain sensitivity. Finally, between 5 nm and 2.0 lm from the Bragg resonance 

there is a wavelength region where the differential wavelength shift grows very linearly 

with mode order and with strain. The lower part of the graph shows that the relative 

wavelength shifts of cladding resonances to the Bragg resonance with temperature from -

9.7° to 59.5° is very small, it is around ±12 pm corresponding to 0.35 pm/°C if it was 

linear. 
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Figure 5.21: The relative wavelength shift of cladding mode resonances to the Bragg 

resonance of TFBGs (a) with standard SMF-28 fibre d=125fim and 0=4° due to longitudinal 

strain and temperature Perturbations, (b) with thin cladding layer d-SOpni and 0=6° due to 

longitudinal strain and temperi?U/>e perturbations. 
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Fig. 5.21(b) shows exactly the same measurements for the experimental fibre with 50 |im 

cladding diameter and 0=6°. While the appearance of the graph is similar to Fig. 5.21(a), 

there are notable differences. Most importantly, the resonance shift behaviour with 

increasing strain is much less regular, especially for low strain values and the maximum 

variations due to temperature changes between -9.7° to 59.5° are about two times larger 

(between -41 to +17 pm or 0.8 pm/°C). It appears as if the linear regular region of "well 

behaved" modes observed between -5 and -20 nm from the Bragg resonance in standard 

fibre has been squeezed away in the reduced cladding fibre, leaving only complex 

resonances made up of multiple vector modes [12] in the low mode order region and for 

modes nearing cut-off. 
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Figure 5.22: Differential wavelength shift of individual resonances for thin and regular 

fibres near 3860 (LIT. 
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A direct comparison of the two types of fibres for a high strain value in each case 

(3855 |xm and 3868 [im) is provided in Fig. 5.22. Apart from irregular regions at both 

ends of the mode spectra in each case, the differential strain is equal for the two fibres 

when considering resonances that are located at the same distance from the Bragg peak. 

It is clear from this graph that the dominant feature of the differential strain sensitivity is 

the wavelength spacing between the resonances (or equivalently the difference in the 

effective index of the cladding mode in question to that of the core mode), even though 

the mode order (and hence its cross sectional shape across the cladding) is quite different 

for fibres that are so different in size. It is worth mentioning that the tilt angle was not 

even the same for these two results, further highlighting the insensitivity of the 

differential wavelength shift technique to the exact value of tilt angle. Finally, much of 

the irregular behaviour observed for low and for high order modes could be resolved by a 

more accurate individual mode resonance position determination for these quasi-

degenerate resonances made up of several vector modes. 
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of differential wavelength shifts of cladding mode resonances for a 

4° tilted FBG in SMF-28 fibre and a 6° tilted FBG in Corning experimental 50^m diameter 

thin cladding fibre with ~22nm away from their Bragg resonances due to strain and 

temperature perturbations 

Fig. 5.23 shows two single cladding resonance wavelength shift due to strain and 

temperature perturbations at resonance peaks about 22 nm away from their Bragg 

resonances in two different diameter fibres: one is 125 [im cladding layer diameter SMF-

28 fibre and the other is 50 um cladding layer diameter Corning experimental fibre. From 

the results, we can see that the differential wavelength shifts of two TFBGs increase 

almost linearly as the strain increases. The strain sensitivity of the differential wavelength 

shifts are 24.5 pm/ms for TFBG in SMF-28 fibre and 24.9 pm/ms for TFBG in thin 

cladding layer fibre and the differential wavelength shifts due to the temperature changes 

are 0.045 pm/nC and -0.14 pm/°C respectively. If we interrogate these two resonances 

without independent knowledge of temperature, the error due to temperature fluctuations 
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corresponds to an uncertainty of ±129 jic for cladding resonance of TFBG in SMF-28 

fibre and ±394 (is for cladding resonance of TFBG in thin cladding layer fibre. 

By comparing the results in these two TFBGs, we can see that a thin cladding layer 

thickness results in fewer cladding modes that are more widely separated in wavelength, 

therefore it increases the range of external perturbation measurements achievable with a 

single resonance without facing an uncertainty about which resonance is observed. 

Unlike grating-based refractive index sensors, in which a thin cladding layer thickness is 

preferred for high sensitivity of the cladding mode resonance to external refractive 

changes, a thin cladding layer thickness does not change the strain sensitivity of cladding 

mode resonances, but it slightly increases the relative temperature dependence of 

cladding mode wavelength shift to Bragg wavelength shift from 0.35 pm/°C to 0.8 pm/°C 

(between 125 jim and 50 ^im diameter fibres). We have clearly shown that the strain 

sensitivity of individual cladding resonances is uniquely determined by the v avelength 

separation between the resonance and the Bragg resonance, irrespective of cladding 

diameter. In addition, we showed that achieving thin cladding thicknesses by HF etching 

of standard fibres reduces the spectial quality of individual transmission resonances 

especially for high order modes with larger amplitudes at the etched surface (however, 

for envelope-based interrogation schemes this does not pose a problem [61], and thinned 

fibres are much easier to splice to conventional fibres). 

5.5.2 Surrounding Refractive Index Sensitivity 

As we know that the thin cladding layer in optical fibre can significantly increase the 

surrounding refractive index sensitivity for LPG [62] and TFBG [14J, here we show our 
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Figure 5.24: The transmission spectra of weakly TFBG: (a) SMF-28 fibre d=125jim and 

0=4°; (b) Corning experimental thin cladding layer fibre d=50(um and 0=4°. 
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experimental results for TFBG with different fibre cladding iayer thickness. The 

experimental TFBG sensors are all written in hydrogen-loaded CORNING SMF-28 fibres 

and CORNING thin cladding layer experimental fibre by a 193 nm ArF excimer laser 

light and using the jame phase mask to generate the grating pattern. Fig. 5.24 shows 

transmission spectra of two TFBG sensors: (a) the TFBG is written in a SMF-28 fibre 

with tilt angle 0=4°, (b) the TFBG is written in a CORNING experimental 50[mi cladding 

layer diameter fibre with tilt angle G=4°. 

Fig. 5.25 shows experimental results of TFBGs immersed in calibrated refractive 

index liquid oils from Cargille Corporation: the refractive indices listed (ni>) are the exact 

values at a wavelength of 589 nm (the supplier provides an equation to estimate the 

values of the refractive indices at the wavelengths we used but this equation has a listed 

uncertainty of 0.001). Fig. 5.25 (a) shows the cladding resonance wavelength shifts due 

to surrounding refractive index changes of TFBG in SMF-28 fibre. These differential 

wavelength shifts (relative to the Bragg resonance are equivalent to absolute shifts) since 

the Bragg resonance is totally immune to SRI. Fig. 5.25 (b) shows the cladding 

resonance wavelength shifts due to surrounding refractive index changes of TFBG in a 

thin cladding SMF. It can be seen from Fig. 5.25, when the mode close to cutoff, it has 

the maximum differential wavelength shift or maximum index sensitivity, because when 

the mode close to cutoff, the power is less confined in the fibre core and cladding layers, 

any SRI change can causc the large power perturbations in fibre and surrounding media. 

Comparing Fig. 5.25 (b) with Fig. 5.25 (a), we can see cladding mode resonances of 

TFBG in the thin cladding SMF has much higher inde,\ wavelength shifts than the 
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respecti v'e one of TFBG in SMF-28 fibre has the .same distance from Bragg resonance. 

To direct comparing the index sensitivity of those two TFBGs, we chose the cladding 

mode resonance which is about 22 nm away from the core mode resonance wavelength, 

the relative wavelength shifts of cladding mode resonances to the Bragg resonance of 

TFBG with surrounding refractive index are shown in Fig. 5.26. As we can see those two 

modes will cutoff when nu>1.42, and they have the largest index sensitivity before cut 

off. For the SRI change from 1.41 to 1.42, the relative cladding mode resonance 

wavelength of SMF-28 shifts about 185 pm when the resonance in thin cladding layer 

SMF shifts 531 pm, which is 2.9 time larger than the resonance in SMF-28. So in index 

sensing applications, the thin ciadding layer SMF is preferred than the standard SMF-28 

fibres. 
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5.6 Discussion 

In the above, we present analytical and experimental results for sensitivities of TFBGs 

with temperature, strain and surrounding refractive index perturbations. All the sensitivity 

we deal with up to now is for tracking the individual core and cladding mode wavelength 

shifts and the differential wavelength shifts between the core and cladding mode 

resonances. Other sensor applications of the TFBG are possible such as (i) tracking the 

core mode and ghost mode reflection powers to perform as a vibration sensor [63]; (ii) 

tracking the total transmission power with SRI perturbations to perform an index sensor 

locally by a photodetector [64] or remotely by OTDR [65]; (iii) tracking the radiation 

mode resonance peak to peak amplitude change in transmission spectrum to perform as 

an index sensor in which the SRI are higher than fibre cladding and core refractive 

indices [66] and, (iv) tracking the set of cladding mode resonances, which have the 

maximum resonance strength in the fibre with a thin gold coating, shifts with SRI 

changes to perform a very high index sensitivity (comparable with the plasmon mode 

index sensitivity) index sensor [67 J. Aii those show the big flexibility of TpBG for sensor 

applications in different areas. 

Fig. 5.27 (a) shows schematic diagram of a TFBG with a misaligned fusion for 

vibration measurement. Because of misalignment in the fibre core, now the ghost mode 

can re-couple to the core mode and it is shown in Fig, 5.28 (b). The ghost mode is very 

sensitive to fhe fibre bending [14], when we glue the TFBG to a metal sheet and push the 

end of the metal sheet, we can determine the displacement of metal sheet or vibration 

amplitude and the vibration frequency by measuring the re-coupled ghost mode power 
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changes as shown in Fig. 5.27 (c). By tracking the core mode wavelength shift, it is also 

possible to remove the temperature effect. 
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Figure 5.27: (a) Schematic diagram of a TFBG with a misaligned fusion for vibration 

measurement and before and after photographs of the fusion splice, (b) TFBG Spectra 

before and after misaligned junction, (c) Harmonic oscillating response of the sensor system 

following an impulse excitation [63J. 

Fig. 5.28 (a) shows the transmission spectra of a 6° TFBG with different SRIs. It can 

be seen that as the SRI increases, low order cladding modes are cutoff and become leaky 

modes. This means less power coupling from the core mode to those leaky modes as the 

SRI increasing, therefore more transmission power can be detected in transmission as 

shown in Fig. 5.28 (b). It makes the power detection relatively easy and can make a very 

low cost SRI sensor. This sensor has high index sensitivity in the SRI close to the fibre 

cladding refractive index, but relatively low index sensitivity in the SRI from 1.33-1.41. 
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Figure 5.28: (a) Spectra of 6° TFBG versus RI at a fixed temperature (25 °C), (b) 

Normalized power response of 6° TFBG versus RI at a fixed temperature (25 °C: closed 

symbols), and other temperatures (40 and 55 °C: open symbols) [64], 

The TFBG also can be used as an index sensor to sense SRI values higher than the 

fibre core and cladding refractive indices. Fig. 5.29 (a) shows the transmission spectra of 

a TFBG immersed in refractive index oil nu=1.46-l.54. Now all cladding modes become 

radiation modes, and we can see that the radiation mode resonances have a large 
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bandwidth comparing with the guided cladding mode resonances. The radiation mode 

resonance ampitude increases wifh the SRI increasing as shown in Fig. 5.29 (b). It means 

ne can track the radiation mode peak to peak amplitude changes to obtain the SRI value. 

From Fig. 5.29 (c), we can s^e high index sensitivity in the SRI close to the fibre cladding 

refractive index and low index sensitivity in the SRI from 1.54-1.64. For a power 

measurement resolution of 0.1 dB, the maximum index sensitivity could reach 10"4. 
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Figure 5.29: (a) The transmission spectrum of a TFBG with tilt angle 0=4° with SRI higher 

than fibre cladding refractive index; (b) The transmission spectrum of one selected 

radiation mode resonance for SRI higher than the fibre cladding refractive index; (c) Peak-

to-peak value response of the selected radiation mode resonance in different SRI 

One big aclvar. ige for TFBG is that it can excite plasmon modes when the fibre has a 

metal coating [45J. As we analyzed in the previous Chapter, the resonances between 

plasmon mode resonances and leaky mode resonances show the strongest resonance 

peaks as shown in Fig. 5.30 (a) (region labelled X ). Fig. 5.30 (b) shows the transmission 

spectrum of the same TFBG without ;jold coating. Comparing with the Fig. 5.30 (a) and 

Fig. 5.30 (b), we can see that the fin.t leaky mode resonance is in the same wavelength 

around 1535 nm, because the cladding mode cutoff is directly related with SRI and the 

effective index of the cladding mode itself. So the first leaky mode resonance in these 

two TFBGs will have the same index sensitivity, a d they are equal to the index 
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sensitivity of low loss cladding mode resonances because those low loss cladding mode 

resonances are formed by the modes just before cutoff. The low loss cladding mode 

resonance peak shift is shown in Fig. 5.30 (c). We can directly track the first leaky mode 

resonance and last cladding mode (just before it is cutoff) in TFBG without gold coating 

for high index sensing, because it is much more easy to make and reliable for multiple 

measurement. The recent published paper [67] implied this idea as they have tracked the 

cladding mode transmission envelope and made a Fourier transform to obtain the 

response frequency for the index sensing. The difference between the two TFBGs with 

and without gold coating for biomedical sensor applications could be from the different 

sensing response time and resol"tions, as it is well known that the gold surface bonding 

effects for DNA, protein and other biomedical materials, therefore the TFBG with the 

gold coating will take the advantage for high resolution and response time when the 

TFBG without gold coating for low cost and easy fabrications. It is necessary to further 

explore the leaky mode characteristics in both TFBGs with or without a thin gold coating 

to develop new types of biomedical sensors. 
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Figure 5.30: The transmission spectrum of TFBGs in a sucrose solution with no=1.4378: (a) 

with a 15 nm gold coating. The bracket indicates the peak position of the anomalous 

resonance; (b) without gold coating; (c) dependence of the resonance peak wavelength (XP) 
$ 

and corresponding cladding mode effective index on the refractive index of the external 

medium at 589 nm (no) [45]. 

5.7 Summary 

In this Chapter, novel sensing mechanisms using TFBGs are analyzed theoretically and 

confirmed experimentally. The TFBGs can perform temperature-independent strain and 

refractive index sensing. The TFBG in thin cladding layer SMF will dramatically 

increase the SRI sensitivity but not provide any advantages for strain and temperature 

sensing comparing with TFBGs in the standard SMF-28 fibres. By tracking (he core 

mode and cladding mode resonance wavelength shifts, temperature-insensitive strain and 
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index sensors can be developed. The TFBG in fibre with a thin gold coating can excite 

plasmon modes. Those modes are extra sensitive to the SRI changes, but due to the large 

loss of plasmon modes, their resonance peaks in transmission spectrum is hard to track. 

However the cladding mode resonances between the plasmon modes and leaky mode 

resonances show strongest resonances and are very easy to track. The index sensitivity of 

those low loss modes are comparable with the plasmon modes, combining with the high 

bonding rate of biomaterial such as DNA and proteins to the gold surface, therefore 

TFBG with a thin gold coating will be a very good candidate for bio-sensing applications. 

We have also shown that in addition to the temperature, strain and index sensing 

applications, the TFBG also can be used for vibration and displacement sensing. 
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Chapter 6 

Sensing Characteristics of Core and Cladding Modes in 

Photonic Crystal Fibres 

6.1 Introduction 

Photonic crystal fibre (PCF; was first demonstrated in 1996 [25] and has been 

extensively explored for telecommunication and sensor applications [26]. In particular, 

solid core PCFs have rings of low refractive index inclusions, as air holes for example, 

along the radial direction, forming an equivalent inner cladding layer which has lower 

refractive index than the core and the pure silica outer cladding. In such structures, in 

addition to ap endlessly single mod^ core mode and conventional cladding modes, theie 
t 

are cladding modes whose fields are confined only within the core and air-hole region 

[27,28]. Those unique characteristics of PCF cladding modes make them very attractive 

for sensor applications if the modes can be excited and measured in a controlled fashion. 

While all the modes will be sensitive to the temperature and strain perturbations, only 

some of the cladding modes will be sensitive to the surrounding media changes. We use 

photo-written fibre Bragg gratings (FBG) to selectively excite cladding modes in special 

PCFs that have a small fraction of the core co-doped with germanium [28,291 to increase 
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their photosensitivity relative to undoped PCFs [30] and fluorine to keep the refractive 

index of the doped region close to the index of silica and prevent guidance in that layer. 

In the work presented here, strong FBGs are written using a conventional phase mask 

technique and 193 nm ArF excimer laser irradiation. Even though the FBG fringes are 

not tilted with respect to the fibre axis, several strong cladding mode resonances are 

observed (in the transmission spectrum only) in addition to a 99.9% reflectivity core 

mode reflection. The strain, temperature and Surrounding Refractive Index (SRI) 

sensitivities of all these mode resonances will be presented here and compared with those 

of the core and cladding modes from tilted FBGs written in standard telecommunication 

fibres (Corning SMF-28 fibre) with the same laser irradiation set-up [52,53]. In standard 

fibres, the grating fringes must be tilted relative to the fibre axis in order to excite strong 

cladding mode resonances. Our experimental results for the relative sensitivity of the 

various modes will be supported by theoretical considerations and by simulations of the 

mode profiles of our fibre. Finally, we will discuss potential multiparameter optical fibre 

sensing applications based on the observed differential sensitivities of the resonances of 

these gratings. Of particular interest is the excitation of narrowband cladding mode 

resonances witli the low temperature sensitivity of short period Bragg gratings and strong 

differential sensitivities to SRI and strain. While it is outside the scope of the present 

paper to compare this potential application to the wide variety of competing approaches 

for multiparameter sensing with fibre gratings [68], our PCF-FBGs present a certain 

number of unique features that may prove useful in certain applications. 
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6.2 Experimental Conditions 

The cross section of the experimental PCF fibres used in our work is shown in Fig. 6.1. 

The period between the air holes is 3.85 j.im and the air hole diameter is approximately 

1.75 ^m. The core is roughly 6 urn in diameter with a 1.9 |*m diameter photosensitive 

region (3 wt% germanium and 0.9 wt% fluorine to reduce the index). The net index 

increase in the doped region is roughly 6xl0~4 above the background pure silica which is 

about 8 times less than the index step of conventional telecommunication fibre. We used 

fluorine instead of boron to decrease the index of the germanium-doped region because it 

would have required too much boron to achieve the same reduction and resulted in higher 

losses. Note that the diameter and refractive index of the doped region of the core were 

designed to be small enough to prevent light from being guided by this region (as 

confirmed by the results below). Guidance is thus totally caused by the holey cladding 

that contains 108 air holes. The PCF fibres are spliced with short pieces of SMF-28 to 

plug both ends before being hydrogen loaded at a pressure of 170 atm for 12 days and 

roonrwtemperature to enhance the photosensitivity. The SMF-28 fibres on both ends of the 

°CF fibre prevent the rapid out-diffusion of the hydrogen from the fibre due to the air

holes. 
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EHT • UOTFCV M«3 • S61X 

Figure 6.1: The cross section of the photonic crystal fibre used in the experiment (outside 

fibre diameter = 125 jwm). The doped core is not visible in these photographs. 

The set-up for writing FBGs in PCF fibres is the same as for SMF-28 fibre, except 

that when writing in PCF fibres, during the alignment of the fibre at a low laser repetition 

rate (few Hz), the fibre is rotated around its axis until a maximum amount of light is 

transmitted across !he air hole pattern to reach the fibre core [68]. Once this alignment is 

achieved, the fibre is fixed in place, about 50 urn from the phase mask and the writing as 

such is carried out (typically for 1-2 minutes at 100 Hz). We use 193 nm-wavelength ArF 
i 

excimer laser light, with a fiuence per pulse of approximately 100 mJ/cm . The phase 

mask has a period of 1106.5 nm and the length of the gratings written in the PCF fibre is 

1 cm. The FBG fabrication method used is completely standard (apart from the fibre 

rotation mentioned above), and yields usable gratings with great reliability. Furthermore, 

since we do not rely on absolute wavelength or power measurements in the proposed 

sensor implementations mentioned below (onl> relative values), minor variants in grating 

strength or wavelength have no impact on sensor performance. The measurement error 
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for the individual resonance peaks is ±3 pm, the resolution of the JDSU SWS-OMNI-2 

swept wavelength system that are used for measuring transmission spectra. For 

wavelength differences, the error becomes ±6 prn, 

6.3 Core and Cladding IViode Resonances in PCF Fibres 

6.3.1 The Spectrum Characteristics of FBG in PCF Fibre 

Fig. 6.2 shows the measured FBG transmission spectrum of a typical grating in our PCF 

fibre: in addition to the strong fundamental core mode (Bragg) resonance (that aiso 

appears in the reflection spectrum), there are several other narrowband non-rcflective 

resonances with relatively large amplitude. These extra resonances can be attributed to a 

coupling of the forward propagating core mode to backward propagating cladding modes 

that do not propagate back all the way back to the measurement set-up. 
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Figure 6.2: The transmission and reflection spectra of a I cm-long FBG in PCF fibre. 
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Table 6.1 gives quantitative details about those modes that have attenuations larger than -

5 dB: their wavelength, amplitude, and relative distance from the Bragg resonance (Xu -

Cladding)- The effective indices are obtained from the following standard formulas [53]: 

'W,= V2A and n\ffiilllMmK=Zdllddm},l A-n'eff_aire, where A is half the mask period. 

Taking into account the precision of our measurement system (3 pm), the line width of 

the resonances (100 pm) and the uncertainty associated with the dispersion of the core 

effective index at wavelengths where the cladding resonances occur, we estimate that the 
£ 

effective indices of Table 6.1 are accurate to one part in 10 '. 

The Bragg resonance transmission is lower than -30dB (reflcctivity>99.9%) and its 

effective index (1.4363) is lower than that of silica at that wavelength (1.4436) thereby 

confirming that the core mode is not guided by the small doped section of the core. The 

strong cladding mode resonances seen in Fig. 6.2 are normally not happening in a well 

written FBG in conventional fibre unless a tilt angle is added [52]. We verified that the 

fringes generated by our writing set-up were not tilted by writing control gratings in 

SMF-28 fibres. Such strong cladding mode resonances are mainly caused by the fact that 

these cladding modes have strong field overlap in the core region [28] and that the 

grating is formed in a rather small portion of the core (the 1.9 nm diameter doped center), 

thereby enhancing the core to cladding modes couplings [69]. For practical purposes, 

only those modes which resonance amplitudes larger than 5 dB are investigated in the 

following for strain, temperature and surrounding refractive index (SRI) sensitivity. 
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Table 6.1: Summary of transmission resonance properties. 

Resonance amplitude A ne< neff r AB- AC|ad 
Mode 

(dB) (nm) (exp) (sim) (sim) (nm) 

Core -30.13 1589.207 1.4363 1.4358 0.104 

A -9.67 1574.583 1.4096 1.4091 0.014 14.624 

B -6.37 1567.611 1.3969 1.3963 0.003 21.596 

C -9.49 1566.475 1.3949 1.3941 0.011 22.732 

D -7.78 1565.471 1.3931 1.3927 0.005 23.736 

I -13.23 1549.675 1.3643 1.3635 0.054 39.532 

(c) Mode B (a) Core Mode (b) Mode A 

(d) Mode C (e) Mode D (f) Mode I 

Figure 6.3: The electric field intensities of the core mode and cladding modes, the insets 

show an enlarged view of the core area. 
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6.3.2 Simulations of the PCF Modes 

Before reporting on further experimental results, and in order to better understand the 

various modal sensiti vities reported here, the modes of our PCF fibre have been analyzed 

by using a mode solver based on the finite element method: Lumerieal MODE Solutions 

from Lumerieal Solutions Inc. The simulation window is 140 [im by 140 [im and 

perfectly matched layers are used as boundary conditions. The best match between the 

experimental effective index values and the simulation were obtained with a refractive 

index of 1.4514 in the doped region (the refractive index of the remainder of the glass is 

calculated from the Sellmeier equations for fused silica and is equal to 1.44383). The 

index of the doped region is significantly higher here (7.6x10"^) than in the as-drawn fibre 

(6xl04) because Oi the relatively large index increase resulting from irradiating the 

hydrogen loaded doped silica. The refractive indices are 1.4514 in the doped region and 

1.44383 for silica elsewhere. The simulated effective indices are given in Table 1 and the 

corresponding mode field distributions are shown in Fig. 6.3. It can be seen that fields of 

modes A to D extend all the way to the outer boundary while mode I is confined by the 

air hole structure that surrounds the core region. For each mode, the inset shows the detail 

of the mode structure in the vicinity of the core: all of these modes have strong field 

amplitude in Ihe center of the fibre, where the doped region and hence the grating 

modulations are located. Not all mode field distributions shown the six-fold symmetry, 

which could be caused by the mesh size in simulations. The all field distributions show 

the two-fold symmetry, and six-fold symmetry also obeys the two-fold symmetry. The 

confinement factor of each mode in the doped section (F in the Table 6.1), explains the 
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relatively strong coupling between the core and cladding modes in the absence of tilt in 

the grating planes. For comparison, the confinement factors for the core mode and a 

typical cladding mode in standard fibre are 0.8 and 0.03 respectively, leading to poor 

overlap and weak coupling when no grating tilt is presented. 
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Figure 6.4: The polarization dependent loss of core and cladding modes. 

6.3.3 Polarization Dependence of the PCF Mode Resonances 

The six-fold symmetrical characteristics of PCFs make them inevitably strongly 

polarization dependent. The doped core exposure to the excimer laser light when FBGs 

are written also increases the nonuniformity in the cross-section of the core area. Fig. 6.4 

shows the polarization dependent loss (PDL) of the core and cladding mode resonances. 

It can be seen from Fig. 6.4 that the PDL of each mode is dependent on the resonance 

peak amplitude, for example the core mode has the largest resonance amplitude and the 

largest PDL. Fig. 6.5 further demonstrates the core and cladding modes polarization 
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dependence characteristics through a measure of the transmission spectra with different 

polarization states. The states arc S1: circular polarization, S2: 0° linear polarization, S3: 

90° linear polarization and the S4: -45n linear polarization. From the insets of Fig. 6.5, 

the cladding mode resonance shape and amplitude both change with different polarization 

states of the laser source. Because each cladding mode resonance is formed by a set of 

individual cladding modes (similar to the HE/EH or LP modes in SMF), each with certain 

vectorial states, some cladding mode resonances appear to change with polarization 

because coupling constants of the individual vectorial modes involved depened on the 

polarization. Due to the six fold air-hole symmetrica! structure of the PCF, the core and 

cladding mode resonances are strongly polarization dependent, the polarization states 

used for Fig. 6.5 might not be the best choice to maximize the differences between the 

polarization states. Further polarization dependence measurements are needed to further 

explore the characteristics of the FBGs in PCFs. 
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6.4 The Sensitivity of the Core and Cladding Modes of PCFs 

6.4.1 Strain and Temperature Sensitivity 

The characterization of the strain sensitivity of individual resonances was carried out by 

stretching a grating rigiJly bonded to two micrometric translation stages. The Fig. 6.6 

shows the core mode resonance shift with the axial strain perturbations and Fig. 6.7 

shows the core mode strain sensitivity. Table 6.2 summarizes the core and cladding mode 

strain sensitivity in these measurements, indicating small differences between the modes. 

These small differences can be monitored very precisely by using the Bragg mode 

resonance as a power and wavelength reference [52,53] and Fig.6.8 shows the result of 

such illative measurements. The differential strain sensitivity of the different modes is 

seen to increase with the distance of the resonance from the Bragg peak, a behaviour that 

was observed previously for the cladding mode resonances of TFBGs in conventional 

fibres (Corning SMF-28) [70]. 
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Figure 6.6: The core mode resonance shift under axial strain perturbations 
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Figure 6.7: The strain sensitivity of the core mode 

Table 6.2: Core and Cladding Mode Temperature and Strain Sensitivities 

Mode Core A B C D I 

dX/dT (pm/°C) 10.46 10.55 10.61 10.68 10.68 10.69 

dX/de (pm/ue) 1.166 1.150 1.141 1.140 1.137 1.119 
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Figure 6.8: The relative wavelength shifts of cladding mode resonances relative to the Bragg 

resonance under axial strain perturbations. 

For SMF-28 fibre, the strain sensitivity of the Bragg resonance is 10% smaller than 

that obtained here, i.e. 1.082 pm/^is instead of 1.166 pm/^ie (for the core mode). 

However, when we plot the differential strain sensitivity of the cladding mode resonances 

relative to the Bragg resonance (i.e. the slopes of Fig. 6.8) as a function of the 

wavelength distance from Bragg resonance (Fig. 6.9), we get the same linear dependence 

as was observed in SMF-28 fibre, but with values consistently lower by a factor of about 

2. This difference arises because of the higher refractive index contrast between the core 

and air-hoie region in the PCF fibre which confines more of the fields of the cladding 

modes in the fibre core area, especially in the doped region. This reduces the differential 

strain sensitivity between core and cladding modes compared with SMF-28 fibre where 
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the core mode propagates in the germanium-doped region while the cladding modes have 

most of their energy localized in the silica cladding. 
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Figure 6.11: The temperature sensitivity of the core mode 

Similarly to strain, the effect of temperature on our FBG-PCF resonances was 

measured from 0 °C to 120 °C in a temperature-controlled oven by tracking the 

individual resonance peak shifts as well as the differential temperature sensitivity (still 

relative to the Bragg resonance). Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11 show the core mode resonance 

shift with the temperature perturbations and the core mode temperature sensitivity 

respectively. The results are given in Table 6.2. For comparison, the temperature 

sensitivity of the Bragg resonance in SMF-28 fibres (9.579 pm/°C) is less than that 

obtained here (10.47 pm/°C). In terms of differential sensitivity, Fig. 6.12 shows the 

wavelength shifts of the cladding mode resonances relative to the Bragg resonance from 

0 AC to 120 °C. The data shows a general downward trend (with slope of the order of -

0.2 pm/X\ and superimposed random deviations not much greater than our estimated 
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measurement accuracy), a similar behavior to what was observed in SMF-28 fibres (± 10 

pm between -9 and -f-70°C [53]). Between 0 and 80°C, the relative cladding mode shifts 

vary between -12 and +8 pm which is equivalent to an uncertainty of ±500 [as for a strain 

measurement with mode I if the temperature is not known (i.e. for a temperature "blind" 

measurement in an environment where the temperature lies in that range). 
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• Mode A 
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Figure 6.12: The relative wavelength shifts of cladding mode resonances relative to the 

Bragg resonance of FBG under temperature perturbations. 
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Bragg resonance, with respect to surrounding refractive index (n») changes. 

6.4.2 Surrounding Refractive Index Sensitivity 

Finally, another very widespread application of cladding mode-based fibre sensors is 

refractometry, since by definition the cladding mode resonances are sensitive to SRi. Out 

of the large body of literature on this topic, some representative examples include sensors 

based on tilted FBGs [23, 52], long period gratings (LPG) [71], and cladding-reduced 

FBGs [12]. An additional possibility only available in PCF fibres consists of filling the 

air-holes with a gas or a liquid, thereby increasing the overlap between the perturbation 

and the cladding modes (and c\en between the corc mode evancscent field in the air 

holes) [72]. The sensitivity of those sensors can be very high because of the strong field 

penetration in the medium filling the air-hole region, but it is somewhat difficult to get 

the material to be sensed to actually penetrate the holes [73]. In general, LPG;> and 
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TFBGs have different advantages and drawbacks but an important difference lies in the 

fact that while LPGs can be at least two orders of magnitude more sensitive than TFBGs, 

they are not necessarily more accurate because of a lower Q-factor (the wavelength of the 

resonance divided by width of the resonance) [74], and strong cross-sensitivities to 

multiple kinds of perturbations (strain, temperature, bending, etc..) [75]. Here we 

concentrate our efforts in measuring the SRI sensitiv ity of the cladding mode resonances 

to media located outside the fibre diameter. In the expeiiment, the grating was immersed 

in calibrated refractive index liquid oils from Cargille Corporation: the refraetivc indices 

listed (no) are the exact values at a wavelength of 589 nm (the supplier provides an 

equation to estimate the values of the refractive indices at the wavelengths we used but 

this equation has a listed uncertainty of 0.001). 

Fig. 6.13 shows the cladding resonance wavelength shifts due to surrounding 

refractive index changes. These absolute shifts are equivalent to differential wavelength 

shifts (relative to the Bragg resonance) since the Bragg resonance ib totally immune to 

SRI. Therefore, apart from the ±20 pm uncertainty noted above, using wavelength 

differences allows to perform refractometric measurements that arc independent of 

temperature. An interesting feature of Fig. 6.13 i.s the fact that mode I is also insensitive 

to SRI changes, as expected from the simulated mode profile of Fig. 6.3 (SRI 

independent modes were previously identified in [28]). Othei cladding mode resonances 

behave as usual and their sensitivity increases when the cladding mode approaches its 

cutoff (i.e. effective index = SRI). For comparison, Fig. 6.13 also shows a cladding mode 

(mode S; response for a SMF-28 fibre. The resonance wavelength of mode S is located 
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23.8 nm from the Bragg wavelengih, the same distance as mode D in our PCF fibre. It 

can be seen that the index sensitivity of mode D and mode S are almost the same, which 

means that 9ncn/0nsRi of the cladding mode involved in both fibres is almost the same 

even though the effective index and absolute wavelengths are different. The measurement 

range for SRI is similar for both types of fibre, from 1.3 to 1.42 but the great advantage 

of the PCF is that a single cladding mode can be followed over many nanometers without 

ambiguity from neighbouring modes. In SMF-28 fibres the cladding modes arc separated 

by 400-1000 pm, while here, as can be seen from Fig. 6.2 if a -5 dB threshold is used for 

mode finding, mode B can be unambiguously followed over a 5000 pm window and 

mode D for over 15000 pm. The best sensitivity reaches -12 nm/RIU (RIU=refractive 

index units) in SRI ranges where each mode approaches cut-off. Given a detection 

system with a resolution of 6 pm (for the wavelength difference between the Bragg and 

the cladding mode used) this corresponds to a detection limit of 5X10"4 RIU. 
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Figure 6.14: The transmission spectra of FBG-PCF immersed in higher index oil 
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Fig. 6.14 shows the FBGs in PCF immersed in oils that have refractive indices higher 

than the cladding index (no=1.45~1.50). While the cladding modes B, C and D show the 

typical radiation mode characteristics as discussed in Chapter 5, the cladding mode A still 

has the narrow resonance and the resonance peak doesn't change with SRI changes. This 

cladding mode A behaves similarly with the ghost mode of a TFBG in conventional 

SMF-28 fibre in higher SRI, but the mode A resonance peak shifts with the low SRI as 

shown in Fig. 6.13, in contrast to the ghost mode in SMF-28 fibre. So if we recoat the 

PCF using e coating materials with a refractive index higher than the refractive index of 

silica, unlike the cladding mode resonances (except ghost mode resonance) of TFBG in 

SMF-28 fibre that will disappear or dramatically increase their resonance bandwidth, 

there are three resonances in PCF which have narrow resonances: the core mode 

resonance, as well as the Mode A and Mode I resonances SRI insensitive in the 

transmission spectrum. By tracking those three resonance wavelength shifts, it is possible 

to remove the system measurement errors, a more accurate temperature and SRI 

insensitive strain sensor can be made. 

6.4.3 Bending Sensitivity 

Bending a fibre can significantly increase the fibre loss due to the core mode coupling to 

radiation modes and even the core mode itself can be radiate the light, the bending 

increases the polarization dependent loss as well, because it increases the asymmetry of 

the gratings written in fibre core and also changes refractive indices of core and cladding 

layers in the inner and outer of the bended region as a push-pull cffect as the fibre has the 

different strain and stress in the cross section. The transmission characteristics FBGs in 
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PCF with different bending radius is measured and shown in Fig. 6.15. From Fig. 6.15 it 

can be seen that the core and cladding mode resonances change with the different 

bending radius. Mode B and Mode D show large amplitude changes and the Mode C 

shows a large wavelength shift at the short wavelength end. 
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Fig. 6.16 shows the different polarization states of the FBGs in PCF with the bending 

diameter Of 9.0 cm. The 4 polarization states of Mode A resonance show large different 

resonance shapes and amplitudes. As discussed before, the polarization states shown in 

Fig. 6.16 might not be the best representation of the maximum differences between the 

polarization states. Further polarization dependence measurement needed to further 

explore the characteristics of the FBGs in PCFs with different bending radius. 

6.5 Discussions 

The PCF modes in this work show some unique characteristics which has not reported 

before. First there are several cladding modes such as Mode A to Mode D, that show a 

similar SRI sensitivity as the cladding modes in SMF-28 fibre; secondly Mode I is not 

sensitive to the SRI changes but it is about 40 nm away from the core mode resonance, in 

contrast with the work done by Dr. Eggleton's group in 1999 [28]. The Fig. 6.17 shows 

the cross section of the PCF and the transmission spectra of FBGs in PCF in the air and 

higher SRI 1.457. Here we can see from their work that all the cladding mode resonances 

are very close to core mode resonances. In their PCF, the air-hole diameter d ~ 2 |xm, 

spacing period A ~ 10 [Am and doped core dL ~ 2 jim. The major difference of our PCF 

with their PCF is the spacing period. The spacing period of our PCF is ~ 3.85 [im, which 

is less than half of their spacing period. So we can control the mode resonance 

characteristics by designing the PCF with the different air-hole and doped core diameters 

and the spacing period for specific sensor applications. 
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Fig. 6.18 shows the transmission and reflection spectra of a TFBG vvith 2° tilted angle 

in PCF. Comparing with the Fig. 6.2, it is clearly shown that a small tilt angle would not 

help the core to cladding modes couplings in PCF. This is totally different from TFBGs 

in SMF-28 fibre we discussed in Chapter 5. Except the large cross section difference 

between the PCF and SMF-28 fibre, the main reason why a small tilted angle would not 

increase the core and cladding mode couplings is that the PCF has a much smaller doped 

core (1.9 (.im instead of 8.3 |iin) doped core. The small doped fibre core makes the core 

mode no longer a conventional core mode with an effective index between the cladding 

refractive index and the core refractive index. Now the effective index of the core mode 

is less than the refractive index of the silica outer cladding. If this was in SMF, then the 

core mode would decay to the low order cladding modes and the fields could reach to the 

cladding/air boundary. But in the PCF, the effective index of the core mode is less than 

refractive \idex of the silica, but there is the air-hole layer where the average refractive 

index is also much less than the silica. So the core mode now is guided by the snrr" 

doped core and solid silica core. This reduces the energy confinement in doped core 

region of PCF, the confinement factor is 0.1 i l doped core region of PCF instead of 0.8 in 

doped core region in SMF-28 fibre, but the small doped core of PCF increases the core 

mode to cladding :odes couplings, because core and cladding modes now have more 

similar field distributions in I he small doped core re<. on especially for high order 

cladding modes (compared with conventional large doped core). Finally when the core 

and cladding modes have similar field distiibutions in the small doped core, a tilt angle oi 

the grating plane won't help increasing the core and cladding mode couplings. It can be 
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seen from the core to core mode coupling of the TFBG in SMF-28 fibre, when a tilted 

angle is added, the core mode resonance amplitude reduces when the same index 

modulation is applied. 

6.6 Summary 

In this chapter, strong FBGs are written in a germanium/fluorine co doped core, 

hydrogen-loaded PCF fibre with I93nm ArF excimcr laser iight and a phase mask. A 

limited number of strong cladding mode resonances are obtained with an un-tihed FBG, 

in contrast to conventional fibres where a large number of strong cladding mode 

resonances can be obtained, but only whe "ie grating planes are tilted. The strain, 

temperature and lefractive index sensitivities of core and cladding mode resonances in 

this PCF fibre have been determined experimentally. In addition to the usual core and 

cladding modes, this PCF fibre has a cladding mode whose optical field is confined by 

the air-hole region, making this mode insensitive to the surrounding refractive i»;uex 

changes, just like the core-guided mode. Like in conventional fibres, the cladding mode 

resonances in PCF fibre show very small differential temperature sensitivity relative to 

the Bragg resonance, less than 0.2 pm/nC. Given this characteristic, making differential 

measurements of the wavelength of individual resonances with respect to the Bragg 

wavelength will be relatively independent of temperature. On the oihci hand, the 

differential strain sensitivity of the cladding mode resonances relative to :1k Bragg 

resonance increases linearly with the initial distance of cach icsonance from the Bragg 

resonance. This differential strain sensitivity of the cladding mode resonances in our PCF7 

fibre turns out to be a factor of 2 smaller than in SMF-28 fibre. We explain this difference 
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by the larger confinement of the cladding modes studied in the core region of the PCF 

fibre (due to the air-holes), which reduces the difference in the photo-elastic effect seen 

by the cladding modes, relative to the core modes. Finally, apart from the air hole 

confined mode (mode I) the refractive index differential sensitivities of the cladding 

modes behave exactly like the modes of conventional fibre: the wavelength shift per RIU 

converge to values around 10 nm/RIU as the modes approach cut-off in both types of 

fibres. The main advantage of the PCF fibiv short period gratings in sensing applications 

resides in the presence of the SRI-insensitive mode I, whose differential resonance shift 

jail be used to sense axial strain independently of temperature and regardless of the 

material in which the sensor is placed, including liquids, epoxies or structural materials 

such as concrete. While the individual sensitivities of our sensor do not match the best 

\alues obtained with optimized single-parameter sensors, we feel that the multiparameter 

sensing capability, very low cross-sensitivity to temperature, and simple sensor 

construction is a distinct advantage. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Original Contributions 

In this thesis work, novel sensors based on TFBGs in conventional SMFs have been 

developed. By tracking the differential core and cladding mode resonance wavelength 

shifts, temperature-insensitive strain, refractive index and vibration sensor can be made. 

We were the first in the world to introduce the algorithm of tracking the differential 

sensitivity of temperature, strain and index in weakly TFBG and realize the temperature 

insensitive characteristics in SMFs. The effect of the Fibre cladding diameter thickness 

for strain, temperature and index sensitivities has been explored experimentally. 

A fast and accurate numerical method has been developed to analyze the fibre modes 

in multilayer step-index fibres. New analytical inverse transfer matrices are derived 

which could dramatically improve the calculation accuracy and efficiency, and the 

analytical derivatives for the dispersion equations were derived as well. Based on those, 

the Cauchy's Integration Method is used to solve the fibre modes in multilayer step-index 

fibres with lossy and gain media. This numerical method is successfully used to solve 

fibre modes in fibre structures for our sensor applications. 

New formulations for calculating the hybrid mode coupling in mulatilayer step-index 

fibres with lossy and gain media have been derived for FBGs with and without a tilted 
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angle. The specific transmission spectrum characteristics of TFBG in SMF-28 fibre with 

a thin gold coating are well explained by our simulation results using the new 

formulations we developed. 

Finally, strong FBGs have been written in Photonic Crystal Fibre. New cladding 

modes in PCF that are sensitive to the surrounding refractive index changes have been 

found, and they were not reported before. By tracking the differential core and cladding 

mode resonance wavelength shifts, temperature-insensitive strain, refractive index and 

vibration sensor can be made. As cladding modes in PCF are a combination of index 

sensitive and insensitive modes, therefore FBG in PCF can be used as a multi-parameter 

temperature insensitive strain and index sensor. By embedded FBGs in construction 

materials such as concrete, real time monitoring the strain and index changes can be 

realized. 

7.2 Significance of Work 

Our research work for the TFBG brought us a lot of attention recently in the world as the 

TFBG takes the advantage of temperature insensitive characteristics. More research 

groups now involve in TFBGs especially for the TFBG in the fibre with a thin metal 

coating. 

Our work for FBG in PCF brings a different view for PCF in sensor applications. By 

designing the PCF with different hole sizes and periods, specific cladding modes which 

arc interesting for sensor applications will exist in PCF and can be excited by FBGs. 

.'he numerical method developed for analyzing vectorial modes in multilayer step-

index fibre can not only be used to analyze fibre modes in our SMFs, but also it is a 
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general numerical methods can be used analyze other fibres such as gain fibre for fibre 

laser application.,, Bragg fibres and hollow fibres as well. Based on our numerical 

method developed for an ilyzing vectorial modes, a fast and accurate fibre mode solver 

can be developed for a commercial CAD purpose. 

The mode coupling analysis by using full vectorial modes also provides a good tool to 

analyze the FBG and TFBG in fibres with lossless, lossy and gain media. It is for the 

fibre coupling in core region, but't can easy extend to mode couplings in cladding layers 

for more general applications. 

The significant of this work also can be seen from our publications: it generated one 

international patent application, more than 20 refereed journal and conference papers and 

one book chapter as shown in Appendix B. 

7.3 Future Work 

The future work can be focused on following areas: (i) for the mode in multilayer optical 

fibres, more work to analyze leaky modes and radiation modes is needed. This can bring 

a better understanding the mode characteristics when a TFBG is immersed in liquids. 

Comparing with the guided modes, leaky modes and radiation modes are more difficult to 

solve as now their fields are no longer converging in the surrounding medium, so it is 

impossible to normalize the mode power to l W, and that would bring a problem for the 

mode coupling calculations. 

(ii) For the core mode and cladding mode couplings in TFBG, coupling constants for 

the corc mode to leaky modes and radiation modes need to be calculated. Here the core 

mode and leaky mode couplings are very important for the fibre with a thin gold coating, 
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in which the leaky mode resonances show very specific transmission spectrum features. 

Further work also can be done for simulating the transmission spectrum of TFBG using 

the Runge-Kutta method. 

(iii) For TFBG sensors, firstly we can look how to make real applications for the 

sensors we developed such as using the vibration sensor in airplane wings, the vibration 

sensor in war vehicles and index sensor for biomaterial testing etc. Other that that, novel 

sensors based on tracking leaky mode resonances in the TFBG of fibre with a thin gold 

coating can be explored much more as well as how to track the plasmon mode resonance 

directly, because the plasmon mode resonances show the biggest sensitivity for index 

sensing. 

(iv) Finally, for PCF fibres we see that the different hole size and period in PCF 

structures can affect cladding mode sensitivity for SRI, therefore more work can be done 

by designing or using the different PCFs to further explore the index sensing 

characteristics in PCFs. We can also directly use the FBG in PCF for a real multi

parameter sensor to monitor the structure health for the temperature insensitive strain and 

index perturbations. 
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Appendix A: The Power in Multilayer Step-Index Fibre 

with Lossy and Gain Media 

The total power carried by each mode can be calculated as following: 

P = —Re 
2 

(A. 1) 

Transverse electric and magnetic fields can be obtained from Eqs. (3.44) to (3.46). 

For convenience in doing integral of (A. 1) in each fibre layer, we reorganize Eqs. (3.44) 

and (3.45), they can be rewritten as following: 

If n,ff < n 

e,. = [A-/,., (u,r) + 5,y,,+l (ur) + C.Yv_t (iitr) + btYvll («,/•)] exp(yV^) 

eo = ('V')" AAM-I ('V') + C,YV_ | (/y) - D, (//,./-)]exp(yV^) 

h, = j[Et 
1 , (u,r) + F t J v ¥ X  (w,.r) + G.y„_, (u , r )  + (//,r)]exp(./V0) 

= + fyv+i (u,r) + #i («,'-)]exp(./V0) 

(A. 2a) 

(A. 2b) 

(A. 2c) 

(A. 2d) 

Where 

2 m 2 ' 
(A. 3a) 

bi = !!La + !Lc , 
' 2m. 2 ' 

(A. 3b) 
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C=A + i l )  (A. 3c)  
2m, ' 2 ' 

b=JhL.B+l±Dt (A. 3d) 
' 2 m, 2 ' 

(A.3e) 

F.-^A^C. (A-30 

(A. 3g) 
2 2 &>// 

H J±lB.+ P±~D (A. 3h) 
' 2 ' 2co/j ' 

If nvff > it 

er =[AAm(^V)" -A^H(^/)]exp(7'^) (A. 4a) 

= y[A/,-i(vi;
l'") + B,lvn(wtr)-CtKv^{w,r) + /),A:„+|(vi/(.r)]exp(./V^) (A. 4b) 

K = -  F,Iy» (w,r)  -  G,K v^w,r) -  H,K^ (w(r)]exp(./V^) (A. 4c) 

= ["^-i(wf0" /fr,. (w,r)-GtKv_x(vv,r)- (vv,r)]expOV0) (A. 4d) 

Where 

Bw. w 
A=--^-A+ —C,- (A. 5a) 

2 (OS; ' 2 ' 

g _ a +^lc (A. 5b) 
' 2m. 2 1 
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Bw vv 
C ,  = - - + - ^ D t  

2 cos. ' 2 ' 

bw vv 
D, = -^—L- B -\—- D 

2 cos. ' 2 

iv 3 w 
e = %- a-i^-c, 

' 2 ' icon 

~ w Bw 
f. = —A +-^—^-C, 
' 2 ' 2 coju 

vv Bw 
g =^lb t-^-d, 

' 2 ' Icofi ' 

vv. Bw. 

' 2 ' 2®// 

For the first layer /=/, we have B/=D/=0 

P, = Re 2K 
•(on +q i2) 

Where 

q\ i ~ ["i ̂ o {uta\) A {u ia i)—1,\ jo i l {\a\) j2 {uta\ )J A 

Qn = [»i J\ ("i"i) ('V.) - "i (lY'i )Ji ("i«i )] A '7 

For the layer i: 

If neff < n. 

P. = Re 
2# 

» . 2 - (« ; ) '  

•((2,1 +q i2  + <2,1 + <2,4 + 0,5 + 2/6 + q1 + 2<X ) 
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(A. 5c) 

(A. 5d) 

(A. 5e) 

(A. 50 

(A. 5g) 

(A. 5h) 

(A.6) 

(A.7a) 

(A.7b) 

(A.8) 

Where 
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2„ = [»,' a, j
v-2 ("/'/ ) jh (»/«, ) " (»/', ) k-2 (m/«, ) 

~ W, «,-! A-2 ) All ) + W,V. A-, ) A"U )] A £• 

<2, 2  = [»,V,H («A) A- ("A) - », «,A> ("A) -C. ("A) 
-«,ViA-+i ("Am ) K («,«/-1) + «, «/-i A, (w,A-i ) A*+i (wA,-i )] A 

<2,3 = [", «/, -2 ("A ) C, ("A, ) - "A/v-. ("A, ) K-2 ("A, ) 

",-1^-2 ("A ) C, ("A-l ) + ",V/v-l (",",-1 ) C2 ("A-l )] A ^ 

2.4 = [u,a,Yv,, (w.a,) y; (uta,) - u, a,Yv {u,ai) Y*+l {ua,) 

~-I^H ("A-.) K .) + », A,-I^ (-V,-.) C ("A,-.)] A K 

2.5 = [". «,A--2 ("A) C, (»,A)" ("A,) C2 ("A,) 

- U, Cl;-\Jv-2 ) K-\ (",«,-! ) + ",Vl A-l ("A/-. ) (»,A-I )] A 

2.6 = [wf«/A-+l ("A/ ) £ («A/ )"«, C h J v  )  Cl ("A )  

" WA-> A<+l ("A-L ) ("A-L ) + «,-! A< ("A-L ) C (",«,-! )] A ^ 

2.7 = [", "x.-2 ("A/ ) 'All ("A, ) " "A/,-! ("A, ) A'-2 ("A, ) 

" ", «,-l^-2 ("A, ) Cl ) + ">,-1^-1 ("A-, ) A"-2 ("A,-I )] A' K 

2,8=[«•«,y,+) («,«,•) A* («a)-^yv {>¥',)A*+> ("A) 

- (»A,-I) K ("A~.)+», A,.I(«,«,-I) K+\ («,«,-!)] A K 

If ntJf > n, 

P, = Rc 
ik 

MM0 
~(q,,+qa+qa •'• Cm + 8,54 S,6 <-C,j + 0j) 

VV. 

180 

(A.9a) 

(A.9b) 

(A.9c) 

(A.9d) 

(A.9e) 

(A.9f) 

(A.9g) 

(A.9h) 

(A. 10) 

Where 
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q,\ = [w,Vv_i (wh) A*2 (w,) - a,k -2 (w ia,) Ci ) 

- W,V,/v_, (W,<v,) /;_2 (w, a,_,) + vv, /„_2 (wt_xa,) (w//,_,)] At E] 

<2,2 = [w, a,/„ (vv//,) /;,, (w//,) - v,(w/<f) I*. (vv//,.) 

-w.a.Jv (vv//,._,)C, (vv«,„,) + w,V,/lMl (w//,_,U;(w,aM)]/?,. 

2,3 = [ W ,  a ,  K V - 2  (  W , a ,  ) K - l  ( W , a ,  ) - W ' , a ,  K v - i  ( W , a ,  )  K - 2  (  W , a <  )  

- W, a,_,Kv_2 (vv,a,_,) (w.a..,) + w*a,_,Kv_x (vv//,.,,) <_2 (vv//,_,)] C, G* 

2/4 = [w-a^, (w;fl;) < (vv//,.) - vv. atKv (vv//,) <(l (w.a,) 

-  w / / , . , ( v v / / , _ , )  K*v (vv,</,_,) + vv a,_,Kv (w,a,_x) K'w+] (vv//,.,)]D, H] 

0 , 5  =  [^Vv-l ( W, a,  ) K - 2  (  W , a ,  )  +  W i  C l J v - 2  (  W , a ,  )  K - l  (  W , a i  )  

-vv>(_./v_, (vv//,H) <_2 (vv//,_,) - w, a,_Jv 2 (vv//M) C_, (vv//M)] A.t G* 

q,o =[w,a;ivn (vv//,)<(vv//,)+vv,a,/,, (vv//,X+1 

-  ̂  )  K  ( w . - i )  -  vn « ,  -i K  ( w , a , - i )  Ci ( vn«,-i) ]  A ̂  

Q ,  7 = [VV, «/*V-2 ( H;/^/ ) C, ( W,«, ) + VV'A-I ( W i a i  )  K -2  ( W i a ,  )  

- vv, flf_, Kv_2 ( 7,) (vv//,_,) - iv>(_, Kr_t (VV//,..,) /;_2 (vv//M)] C, E] 

Q s  =  [ w ' , a i K ^  ( )  K  ( w , « , ) + v v ; « ,  ( w , a , )  Ci ( )  

- vv;ff„+l (w//,_,) /; (;v//,_,) - W,. «M Kv (vv//,_,) /,;, (vv/7,_,)] D, F* 

For the last layer i=N, we have A?/=Cfit=0, 

r* = Re ^(Q^+G,.,) 
w., -K) 

(A. 11 a) 

(A. 1 lb) 

(A. 11c) 

(A. lid) 

(A. lie) 

(A.l If) 

(A.llg) 

(A.l lh) 

(A. 12) 

Where 

qn.\ ~ ll'/V ̂ v-\ ( wnan-\ ) ̂ v-2 ( wnan-1 ) wn^v-2 ( ll7/Vrt,V- l ) ^ngn (A. 1 3a) 
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qn4=[wnkawnan-l)k+ i iW N a N - l )-w lKv+1 ("VV-. ) k ('W N U N - \  )]•AA (A. 13b) 

The total power in the fibre 

P = Y,Pa (A-14) 
!=! 

By forcing the P= 1 W, we can obtain normalized field coefficients A, B, C and D and 

normalized field distributions. It is important to have normalized fields when doing the 

mode coupling calculations and comparing field distributions between different modes. 
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